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MONEY AND ITS D S E. 

HOW TO CONSTRUCT STATE RAILWAYS, TOWN 
HALLS, HOUSES, AND OTHER PUBLIC WORKS 

WITHOUT THE COST OF INTEREST, 
MORTGAGES OR BONDS. 

Chapter I. 

MODERN THEORIES OF MONEY. 

HERE are three theories of money. The first is : 
That it must have intrinsic value, and that as in¬ 
trinsic value is concentrated in gold, thereby making 
carriage and transmission easy, gold is the proper 
metal of which to make money. 

The next is that there must be a base of gold ; 
but as any attempt to fasten us down to gold would 

stop all trade, and render the collection of taxes and rent impos¬ 
sible, there must be an issue of bank notes far exceeding the base 
on which it is erected, and that consequently bank notes in the form 
of promissory-notes, " I promise to pay," may be issued with 
advantage. 

The third theory, and the one here advocated, is that money, from its very nature, is representative, like a bill of lading, and 
must of necessity be documentary, and only issued upon positive 
wealth created ; therefore, for material use, paper money is the 
best. This paper money must be issued by a State Power, and 
must declare on its face that it is to be taken as legal tender for 
a taxes, debts and commercial purposes ; the amount to be re¬ 
deemed yearly out of the public work created on taxes levied by 
•Parliament. 

Un the threshold of our remarks let the reader ask seriously and 
realize what a piece of money is, and what is a bank note. Recog¬ nise that gold, silver, and copper, and bank notes are but symbols 
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or tokens used between man and man, in exchange for each others' 
services or goods. Bear in mind that gold and silver is the result 
of labour, and when struck with an Imperial, Colonial or Repub¬ 
lican die, bears a certain value. If, therefore, gold and silver, 
being struck, become a legal tender for all purposes as mediums 
of exchange for any quantity of commodities between man and 
man, the same could be agreed upon to any number of Colonial 
or Republican notes issued on the completion of any public \n orks, 
such notes to be used for all purposes until redeemed. The holder 
of such notes could freely purchase any goods, or pay for any work 
done with such notes, as he can now do with English, Colonial or 

Republican notes. If the commercial and tax-paying classes 
would see the importance of this arrangement, and seeing, make 
themselves felt in our Republican Parliament, soon would it be 
seen that production would be cause of demand, not as now— 

owing to our scarcity of money tokens—demand being the cause 
of production. Did such a principle but exist, it would be as easy 
to sell with paper money as it is now to buy with gold money. 
We expect to hear people cry Utopian, and that the principle is 
not worth striving for ; such has always been the cry of interested 

parties, and so long as the producers and exchangers of wealth 
are indifferent to this fundamental principle, so long will the world 
be subject to monetary difficulties, panics and ruin. 

Daniel Le Brock, Governor of Guernsey, determined to build a 

market in [St. Peter's, but laboured under the usual financial 

difficulty. Not having the fear of Sir Robert Peel or the Bullionists 
before his eyes, he issued, under the seal of the Island, four thou¬ 

sand market notes for one pound each. With these one pound 
notes the skilled and unskilled labourers, and the owners of stone, 

brick, wood, glass, &c, were paid ; trade was stimulated by the 

circulation of the notes, on payment of material, and the shop¬ 

keepers derived benefit from the wages expended. The market 

was finished, and when the rents came in, amounting to four 

hundred pounds per annum, the notes as they were tendered were 

cancelled. The market was built without the use of one Sovereign. 
The Guernsey market principle frees any State that arranges to 

carry out large public works from the everlasting claim of interes 

If we look at the principle enunciated in the example above, and 

then find that a useful public market cost not a farthing ; 
* ° that 
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raw material was used that would otherwise have been unused ; 
and that labourers got employment that would have otherwise 
been idle ; and that tradesmen and market people found customers 
where—without Daniel Le Brock's expedient—-they might have 
kept their goods unsold ; we shall see its importance and the nett 
results derivable from its adoption. 

True, the market could have been built on the old system of 
borrowing at the rate of five per cent, per annum, but this would 
have been to make a charge of £200 of interest annually—which 
would have come out of the pockets of the taxpayers. And mark 
this significant fact, if the debt is not paid off this goes on from 
year to year—from century to century—never to be stopped until 
some great act of equitable adjustment is passed, or some plan of 
repudiation adopted, or till some foreign invasion annuls all con¬ 
tracts. Can anyone see any end to our State, Colonial or Muni¬ 
cipal debts, unless it be by reverting to the plan of paying off, say 
one per cent, per annum in State, Colonial or Municipal bank 
notes. 

The idea that the money of any State must consist of the 
dearest and scarcest metal has so possessed the popular mind, that 
paper money is associated generally with inflation and depreciation; 
and this idea is sedulously encouraged by the men who believe in 
gold and those who desire to live without labour upon the interest 
paid by States—thus offering a premium for the creation of State 
debts. The gold believer maintains that production of wealth 
cannot go on without his aid ; that is, gold money is capital— 
without which the plant of great works could not be formed, or 
stores of raw material laid up. Capital is a word that requires 
analysing. What is it but labour accumulated What is it but 
the outward visible mark, that some preceding generations of 
labourers have worked and left us the evidence of their toil, 
which the living generations have become heir to. Thus we may 
say that all the public works of all descriptions throughout the 
wide world is accumulated capital of the past. But if money in 
the shape of labour symbols were made as fast as labour could 
produce ; if the shadow or representative token could come into 
existence as fast as the substance brought into existence, then we 
should see the world a paradise, peace, and good-will among all 
men. 
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Chapter II. 

LABOUR THE SOURCE OF ALL WEALTH. 

'T is to labour that man owes everything possessed of 

exchangeable value. Labour is the talisman that 
has raised him from the condition of a savage, that 
has changed the desert and the forest into cultivated 
fields—that has covered the earth with cities, and 
the ocean with ships, that has given us plenty, com¬ 

fort, elegance, and grandeur in place of want, misery 
and barbarism. To descend into the ranks of labour is rendered, 
under the existing money system, a painful and degrading step. 
But why Because owing to the enormous taxation and interest 
of gold money, when the precious sovereigns are scarce, the 

producers of our wealth, of all the beautiful houses, the stately 
mansions, the dainties brought from the ends of the earth, the 
elaborate carvings, the marble statues, the galleries of pictures, 
the trim gardens, the graperies and vineries, the costly clothes, 
silks, satins, velvets, &c, &c, must content themselves with 
miserable cottages and hovels, with unvaried and too often 
innutritious food, their clothes mean and unsuited to the seasons 
because a thing called money is not made in proportion to the 

wants of the producers. If money could be made to satisiy the 

requirements of the labourers free of interest (which of necessity 
must be paid while gold is scarce), then would labour take the 

honourable position that it ought, and the man could by exercise 
of his powers and the putting forth of his activities, turn the 

whole into a paradise. Picture the result that would follow if, on 

a given day, the labourers and producers of all our wealth were to 

stand idle and no longer add to our common stock of wealth 
What consternation and ruin would follow What eating up of all 

wealth produced would take place What want and starvation 
would stare us in the face By labour we are secured the paymen 
of all loans, public or private, and they who borrowed should 

produce more than they themselves can consume. If the producer 
could not, or did not do this, there would be no surplus for the 

payment of rents, taxes, dividends, premiums or insurance policie • 
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Out of the same source, and no other, comes also the enormous 
income annually received by the exchangers and traders under the 
name of profits. Yes, the security for us all is the labourer's 
capability, under the direction of proper guides, to produce a 
surplus over and above what they consume during the period of 
production. There is a common prejudice that labour means only 
bodily labour. But the head workers must be taken into account, 
and as the wear and tear is greater to them, they must be paid 
accordingly. Presidents, &c, are workers ; the writer of fiction 
and the actor are workers—for all labourers must have recreation 
and diversion from thought. There is a dignity in labour, be it 
the merest handwork or mechanical drudgery, and when we 
remember that, without this labour the world would be barren, it 
becomes a momentous question to all how we can so arrange, not 
only to preserve the wealth we have, but to increase it. And if it 
«an be shown, as I will show before these chapters are finished, 
that if we but adopt a proper money medium, the wealth of this 
State would increase without limit; such a principle would be a 
desideratum and be advantageous to all concerned, and commend 
itself to the active co-operation of all true Englishmen, and 
Colonists. " 

Knowledge is power," and if true knowledge is once 
secured on the important question of money, all will be well; the 
want of this knowledge was the downfall of the ancient empires, 
and it needs no prophetic insight to predict the ruin of the present 
and future empires unless this difficult question is solved. 

The first principle of the Bullionists is that of money, or the 
medium of exchange, should be itself a thing of intrinsic value. 
There never was a principle more diabolically mischievous in 
practice than this. Even boys who have seen parties at cards 
losing or winning scores of shillings or pounds, while only bits of 
bone or wood passed from player to player (these counters having 
had a convential value previously assigned to them) could see the 
absurdity of supposing it necessary that money should have 
intrinsic value. Still more would they see its absurdity, if they 
saw the players suddenly brought to a standstill by a new law, 
making it illegal to play for gain unless they used diamonds, 
earls, or some other costly and uncomatable substances for 

counters. The shallowest thinker of political economy knows, 
aat the real >alue of any article or commodity is measured by the 
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labour expended in procuring and manufacturing the raw material. 
This value he knows can be as well expressed upon a piece of 

paper as upon a piece of gold ; the former being as easily, or 
more easily, stamped for the purpose than the latter. So long as 
either symbol is required only from transferring from hand to 

hand, a claim in the wealth it represents and is equally competent 
to discharge that function, one is just as good as the other. Neither 

symbol is wanted for its own sake. It is only wanted for the sake 
of what it represents and has been issued upon. The only real 

ground of preference then, that can attach to one symbol over the 

other, is the greater facility of obtaining and applying it to the 

purpose required. In respect of the paper symbol this facility is 
so obvious, so acknowledged, that none but a blind man would 

dispute it. In respect of the gold symbol, the case is altogether 
different. To procure gold, there must be an expenditure of 
labour equal to what is required to produce the equivalents it 

exchanges for ; and besides the misplaced, because wholly useless 

labour, it is manifestly ridiculous to suppose that any one com¬ 

modity (more especially an exceedingly scarce one like gold) can 
ever be obtained in sufficient abundance to represent adequately 
all other commodities which may be labour by produced ad libitum 
to any extent demanded by consumption, and which without the 
intervention of gold at all, might be interchanged from hand to 
hand in one single week to any amount equal to fifty times the 
value of all the gold in the country. It is like supposing a part 
equal to the whole, or half a ton equal to a ton. Gold in the 
same way may be a good measure of value, and as such is perfectly 
unobjectionable. But as an exclusive representation of value, or 

as the sole basis of representation, which our present laws have 

virtually made it by constituting it the sole basis of our circulating 
medium, it is to our productive and trading population what a 

single blanket or a suit of clothes would be, applied to the use of 

a whole family, consisting of persons of all sizes and ages. The 

strongest and most important member of the political family gets 
the best share of the blanket; the others get the least, and some 

get none at all. As well might the garments of a dwarf be 

expected to fit a giant, as well might we expect the clothes of our 

youth to fit us in manhood, as attempt to tie down the population 
and commerce of this or any other country to a gold medium 
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alone. The gold system alone, where there are no other causes in 

operation, must sooner or latter produce a convulsion in this 
or any other country, while a proper issue of paper-money would 
prevent panics and ruin in the future. 

Chapter III. 

CHARACTER OF IMPERIAL, STATE, AND COLONIAL MONEY. 

'MPERIAL or Colonial money, as the name imports, is 
that form of legal tender which derives all its con¬ 
ventional value from the authority of the State, which 
calls it into existence. It is the monetary servant of 
the community, not its master. Its special function 
is to circulate at Home, and it should be deprived of 
all power of travelling abroad. Being essentially a 

credit instrument based upon public works or taxation, it need not 
possess any intrinsic value, and to secure it against depreciation 
provision should be made for its periodical redemption. Its proper 
limit is the amount of annual taxation voted by Parliament, 
The method, by which this legal tender would be brought into 
circulation is the following : The Crown, State or Colony would 
pay all its creditors with this money, as the Army and Navyj 
official salaries, pensions, the dividends of fund-holders, and) 
indeed, every outlay which it incurred. As it would be a legal 
tender from man to man, every recipient of it would be enabled to 
purchase with it what he desired to possess, and it would dis¬ 
charge all fiscal duties such as customs and excise, and every 
description of tax. When paid back to the Crown in liquidation of taxes, the notes would be cancelled, which would prevent the 
issues being cumulative from year to year, and they would be so 
received back at the same conventional value at which they were 
originally issued. A single case will illustrate the operation. Let the Government advertise for a supply of beef and bread to 
be furnished to the Army or for any other public contract. Let 
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it be assumed that the contract is for £1,000,000. The treasury 
gives that sum in English or Colonial notes to the contractor, 
who lodges them with his banker. This being done, let all the 
merchants, who want their bills discounted, go to the same banker, 
the banker hands to them the same notes paid to the contractors 
and the merchants discharge their customs duties with the same 
The custom officers then forward them to the Treasury, where 

they would be cancelled. Thus the Government would get all that 
it wanted, first by advancing English and Colonial money to the con- 
Iractors, and then receiving that money back in the form of duties 
from the merchants. This would be effected without the use of a single 
ounce of gold. Soldiers and workmen would pay the butcher and 
baker with their Colonial, English or State notes, and with these 
notes the baker and butcher would pay their taxes. They would 
i a fact pass from hand to hand as freely as sovereigns now pass, and 
for every purpose of buying and selling, —as sovereigns now pass, 
—finally to be absorbed by the collectors of taxes. The security 
upon which Colonial or State money would be based, would be 
the whole property of the Colony or State which called it into 

existence, and put it into circulation. Colonial or State money 
issued for Public Works or taxation purposes would not bear any 
interest. At present, when the Government wants money, it 
borrows from its subjects. This is the process. Government 

deposits with its agent its bonds, or Exchequer bills, receiving m 

exchange, gold or notes. That is, an inferior article for a superior 
security, for the bonds are guaranteed by the whole of the property 
of the country. Thus this country pays an interest which must 
be secured by an extra charge when riding on our railways, or an 

increased amount of direct taxation. It must be observed that, 
under this system, taxes raised within the year, would be wholly 

discharged within the year, while, as regards the money for Public 

Works, an annual percentage would clear the liabilities off until 

the whole was paid, and during this process, appreciation would 

be the result of this arrangement, not, as some predict, depreciation. 
State money would have much the character of the postage stamp, 
which has no intrinsic, but a conventional value. Both ar 

National credit instruments. Many small debts are now paid in 

postage stamps which thus become currency. Why are they taKen. 

Not for their intrinsic value, because they possess none, but for 
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their conventional value, and upon what does their conven¬ 
tional value rest On faith. On the conviction that the Queen's 
head placed on a letter will carry it all over the Country. The 
stamp indicates the tax we pay to the post office, and the State 
paper-money would indicate the general aggregate tax we should 
pay annually to the Government. We get possession of both by 
giving a portion of our time and labour for them. It is idle 
to say that we give a copper penny for a postage stamp; the 
question returns, how do we get the penny The only answer is 
by our labour. 

Let our readers ask themselves seriously what a piece of money 
is—or what is a Bank Note Let them recognise that either are 
but symbols or tokens to be used between man and man in 
exchange for each others, services or goods. Bear in mind that 
silver and gold is the result of labour, and if struck with a certain 
die it bears a certain recognised value. If, therefore, gold and 
silver is the result of labour, and is used as a medium of exchange 
for any given quantity of commodities, why should not the man 
who labours to_make bricks, or doors, or saucepans, be competent to 
have a symbol note of his toil, which he could use to purchase for 
himself and family the necessaries of life without the intervention 
of the gold discoverer The holder of the labour-note could freely 
purchase an equivalent amount of services or produce of someone 
else; and this process would be continued until the labour-note had 
returned to the original issue when it would be cancelled, having 1 infilled its functions as a representative money medium. If all 
classes would but see the importance of this, and seeing, make 
themselves felt in the Assembly of the nation, soon would it be 
seen that production would be the cause of " demand," not as it is 
now under the manipulation of the bankers and bullionists— 

ueraand " the cause of production. 
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Chapter IV. 

HOW CAN PAPER MONEY INCREASE THE WEALTH OF A NATION 

HlS^is a question often asked. To many persons it 

appears impossible that bits of paper, inscribed with 
certain characters, can promote the prosperity of a 
nation or increase its wealth. But if the prosperity 
of a country be promoted by the facility afforded to 
its inhabitants to exchange what each possesses for 
what he requires, a medium of exchange, inexpen¬ 

sive in itself and capable of expansion, with the wants of a 

country, and with its increasing population, must be highly 
beneficial. 

The question proposed shall not, however, at present be ans¬ 
wered by explaining the true theory of money, but by an appeal 
to facts. Land and labour being admitted to be the primary 
sources of a nation's wealth, let facts show how paper-money 
assists land and labour to create wealth. 

Look first at the great fact of the progress and wealth of the 
United States of America as a testimony to their growing pros¬ 
perity. Let us take a short extract from a speech of Edmund 
Burke on American taxation, delivered so far back as the 14th of 

April, 1774. Alluding to the Americans he says :—" Nothing in 
the history of mankind is like their progress. For my pait, 1 
never cast my eye on their commerce, and their cultivated and 
commodious life, but they seem to me rather nations grown to 

perfection through a long series of fortunate events, and a tram 
of successful industry accumulating wealth of many centuries, 
than the Colonies of yesterday, than a set of miserable outcasts a 

few years ago, not so much sent as thrown on the bleak ana 
barren shore of a desolate wilderness, three thousand miles away 
from all civilised intercourse." Such is the recorded opinion of 

that distinguished Statesman. 
And how was this miracle affected David Hume, the his¬ 

torian, shall answer the question. Here is an extract of 

correspondence with the Abbe Morellet :—'• In our colony ̂ ot 
Pennsylvania, the land itself, which is the chief commodity,^ 
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carried and passes into circulation, A planter, immediately he 
purchases any land, can go to a public office and receive notes to 
the amount of half the value of his land, which notes he employs 
in all payments, and they circulate through the States. To pre¬ 
vent the public being overwhelmed by this representative money, 
there are two means employed. First, the notes issued to any 
one planter must not exceed a certain sum, whatever might be the 
value of the land. Secondly, every planter is obliged to pay back 
into the public office every year one-tenth of his notes. The whole 
is, of course, annihilated in ten years, after which he is again 
allowed to take out new notes to half the value of his land." 

This was the monetary system under which the American 
colonists prospered to such an extent that Burke said of them 
that nothing in the history of the world is like their progress. It 
is a wise and beneficial system, and its effects were most conducive 
to the happiness of the people. Take the case of a family, indus¬ 
trious and enterprising, driven by persecution or misfortune to 
seek a refuge in the wilds of a new world. With their scanty 
means they purchase a tract of land. Many years of hard labour, 
privation, and anxiety would have been necessary to bring that 
family into a state of decent competency, had they been required to 
purchase gold and silver, by labonr, and by the produce of labour, 
before they could effect other improvements of their property. 
But half the value of the land was advanced to the head of the 
family, on notes which circulated as money. With these notes he 
could hire labour, purchase instruments of husbandry, and cattle ; 
and thus, where—without these notes—one acre would be cleared, 
cultivated, and stocked in a year : ten would, by the assistance of 
the paper-money, be reclaimed from the forest and rendered pro¬ 
ductive. Thus hope entered the house of the poor emigrant. Ten 
years found him with the whole of his debt to Government dis¬ 
charged and the proprietor of a happy home ; and the kind hand 
°f a paternal Government was stretched out still to advance to 
him again one-half of the increased value of his land, and thus 
enable him to clear more of the bush and forest, and to settle his 
children in new homes. Such was the system, by which " a set of 
miserable outcasts " were converted in a short space of time into 
nappy, contented, andj prosperous Colonists. And observe here 
how completely the currency question embraces the interests of 
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productive industry, whether manufacturing or agricultural. Paper 
currency or respresentative money, as David Hume here calls it, 
would enable the State sheep or corn farmer to plough, dam his 
land, to improve its cultivation, to bring water-courses, to irrigate 
it, and thus be always sure of water in dry seasons, both for crops 
and stock ; to employ more and better labour ; just as it enabled 
the American Colonist to convert his barren wilderness into fruit¬ 
ful fields. The means adopted, for issuing a paper currency 
through a public office in every district, is suitable to this or any 
colony in its infant state. In such districts there would be men of 
education and probity found, acquainted with the character, re¬ 

sources, and peculiar circumstances of each individual. These 
men of probity would exercise a most beneficial influence morally 
and politically in the community. Their interests rightly under¬ 
stood—and the interests of the agricultural and commercial classes 
are identical—for in promoting the general prosperity of the 

country, they would secure their own. For it must not be for¬ 

gotten that the greater quantity of wool grown and sent home, 
would enable the farmers to purchase more agricultural implements 
and other commodities from the merchants—including, of course, 

furniture, boots, and all kinds of wearing apparel, and would en¬ 

able the merchants to purchace more from home and from them 
and thus bring about a closer union between both classes, and, d 

this system was adopted, would enable the farmer to secure better 

labour. That would help him to raise corn and other produce 
which is now bought out of the country. No greater boon can be 

granted. 
We proceed to introduce another authority as'to the advantages 

resulting from a paper currency based on taxation or public works. 

Dr. Benjanin Franklin. In 1764, before the Stamp Act was pro¬ 

posed by Parliament, Dr. Franklin, writing in England in defence 

of the paper money of the Colonies, says : On " the whole one 

method has hitherto been framed to establish a medium of trade 

in lieu of money, equal in all its advantages to bills of credi 

founded on sufficient taxes for discharging them, or land securities 

of double the value for repaying them, at the end of the term, and m 

the meantime made a legal tender. The experience of now near y 

half a century in the middle colonies, has convinced them of i 

among themselves by the great increase of their settlemen -. 
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numbers, buildings, improvements, agriculture, shipping, and 
commerce. And the same experience has satisfied the British 
merchants who trade thither, that it has been greatly useful to 
them, and not in a single instance prejudicial." Adam Smith, the 
greatest political economy writer in explanation of this system, 
deserves attention. " It is convenient," he says, " for the 
Americans, who could always employ with profit in the improve 
ment of their lands a greater stock than they could easily get, to 
save as much as possible the expense of so costly an instrument 
of commerce as gold or silver, and rather to employ that 
part of their surplus produce which would be necessary for 
purchasing those metals, in purchasing the instruments of trads 
the materials, clothing, several parts of household furniture, and 
the ironwork necessary for building and extending their settle¬ 
ments and plantations, in purchasing not dead stock but active 
and productive stock." Again he says, " the remedy of paper 
money necessarily banishes gold and silver from the domestic 
transactions of the Colonies, for the same reason that it has 
banished these rnetals from the greater part of the domestic 
transactions in Scotland ; and in both countries it is not the 
poverty, but the enterprising and projecting spirit of the people, 
their desire of employing all the stock which they can get, as 
active and productive stock, which occasioned this reducing of 
paper money." He also says : 

" In those branches of busineep, 
which cannot be carried on without gold arid »ilver money, it 
appears that they can always find the necessary quantity of those 
metals,"—see Wealth of Nations, book 5, chapter III, "The 
representative money," which could in the Colonies be converted 
at pleasure into land, labour, and produce of every kind, could, of 
course, as easily be converted at the market price into gold and 
silver. 

A prosperous people are generally well satisfied with tie form 
of Government tmder which they live. 

When In 1776 Dr. Franklin waa examined before a Committee 
of the House of CoinmonB, he was asked, " What was the 
temper of America towards Great Britain Before 1770." He 
answered "The best in the World. They submitted willingly to 
the Government of the Crown, and paid in all their Courts ©feed?* 
mee to Acta of Parliament. If tunerotu m tie peojpfe are in {he 
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old provinces, they cost you nothing in forts, citadels, garrisons or 
armies, to keep them in subjection. They were governed by this 
country at the expense only of a little pen, ink, and paper. They 
were led by a thread. They had not only a regard, but an affec¬ 
tion for Great Britain, for its laws, its customs, and manners, and 
even a fierceness for its fashions that greatly increased its com¬ 
merce. Natives of Great Britain were always treated with par¬ 
ticular regard, and to be an Old Englishman was of itself a 
character of some respect, and gave a kind of rank among us." 
In an evil hour the British Government took away from America 
its representative money, commanded that no more paper bills of 
credit should be issued, that they should cease to be legal tender, 
and collected taxes in hard silver. This was in 1773. Now 
mark the consequences. This contraction of the circulating 
medium paralysed all the industrial energies of the people. Kuin 
seized upon these once flourishing colonies, the most severe distress 
was brought home to every interest and every family, discontent 
was urged on to desperation, till at last " human nature," as, Dr. 
Johnson phrases it, "arose and asserted its right." In 1775 
the American Congress first met in Philadelphia. In 1776, 
•over a hundred years ago, America became an independent State, 
due to the fact that her paper-money, which was based on land 
and public works, was stopped by the English Government, 
because the English Government was in want of the hard silver 
to carry on its wars in Europe. The folly of the British Govern¬ 
ment lost to the Crown of England its brightest gem, a standing 
•disgrace to its folly. Let any one picture the ruin that would 
follow an order from England to all Colonies, if it specified that on 

and after next April all business transactions must be based on 

gold and silver. Bills of exchange, and bank notes no longer to 

be received or taken. It was bad before the Gold and Diamond 
fields were discovered ; it would be a hundred times worse after 
such an older. 
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Chaptee V. 

EXAMPLES IN SCOTLAND AND OTHER COUNTRIES PROVING HOW PAPER 

MONEY INCREASES WEALTH. 

'GAIN take the case of Scotland, as stated by Sip 
Walter Scott in his Malachi Malagrowther's letters, 
to show how the wealth of a nation is increased by 
paper money. " I assume," says he, " without hazard 
of contradiction, that Banks have existed in Scotland 
for nearly one hundred and twenty years, that they 
have flourished, and that the country has flourished: 

and that, during the last fifty years particularly, Provincial Banks, 
or branches of the Chartered Banks, have gradually extended 
themselves in almost every Lowland district in Scotland, that the 
notes, and especially the small notes which they distribute, 
entirely supply the demand lor a medium of currency ; and that 
the system has so completely expelled gold from the country of 
Scotland, that you never by any chance espy a guinea there unless 
in the purse of an accidental stranger, or in the coffers of these 
banks themselves." This is granting the facts as broadly as can 
be asked. It is not less unquestionable that the consequences of 
this banking system as conducted in Scotland, has been attended 
with the greatest advantage to the country. 

The facility which it has afforded to the industrious and enter¬ 
prising agriculturist or manufacturer, as well as the trustees of 
the public, in executing public works, has converted Scotland from 
a poor, miserable, and barren country into one, where, if nature- 
has done less, art and industry have done more than in perhaps 
any country in Europe, England herself, not excepted. Through means of the credit which this system has afforded, roads have 
been made, bridges built, and canals dug, opening up to reciprocal 
communication the most sequestered districts of the country ; 
manufactures have been established, unequalled in extent; a- 
succession of wastes has been converted into productive farms ; the productions of the earth for human use have been multiplied 
twenty-fold ; wM*e the wealth of the rich, and the comforts of the 
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poor have been extended in like proportion ; and all this in a 
country where the rigour of the climate and sterility of the soil 
seem united to set improvement at defiance. Let those who 
remember Scotland forty years ago bear witness if I speak the 
truth or falsehood. Sir Walter Scott's letters had the effect of 
preventing the withdrawal of the £1 notes from Scotland. Let 
Scotch friends remember these facts : Again Sir A. Allison, the 
able and indefatigable historian, bears this testimony to the 
power and superiority of paper-money :—" When sixteen hundred 
thousand men were engaged in active warfare on the two sides in 
Germany and Spain alone, when nothing could be purchased but 
with specie, it is not surprising that guineas went where they 
were so much needed and bore so high a price." In truth, such 
was the demand for the precious metals, owing to that cause, that 
at length all the currency of the world was attracted to Germany 
as a common centre, and by a decree on September 30th, 1813, 
from Peterswalden in Germany, the allied Sovereigns issued paper- 
notes, guaranteed, by Russia, Prussia, and England, which soon 

passed as cash from Zamskatkha to the Ehine and produced the 
currency which brought the war to its successful issue. This was 
an instance of the manner in which a paper circulation, based 

upon proper security, supports credit and supplies the want of 
specie at the decisive moment, whereas according to the present 
system the paper would of necessity have been contracted at the 
critical period, and the vast armaments of the allies would have 
been dissolved for want of funds for their support. 

" England in 

1815," pp. 76 and 77, and in a recent edition of the History of 

England, he gives this additional evidence of the important advan¬ 

tages which experience has demonstrated to result from a paper- 
currency :—" To the suspension of cash payments by the Act of 

1797, and the power in consequence vested in the Bank of England, 
of extending its paper circulation in proportion to the abstraction 
•of the metallic currency and the wants ol the country, and resting 
the national industry on a basis not liable to be taken away either 

by the mutations of commerce or the necessities of the war, the 
salvation of the Empire is beyond all question to be ascribed. 

A similar crisis and from a similar cause occurred in 1810, but 
it led to no injurious results; on the contrary, it was co-tempoiary 
with the greatest exeitions of the nation. The prodigious absorp- 
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tion of specie for the French and Austrian armies during the 
campaign of 1809, joined to the immense cost of the war in Portu¬ 
gal and the importation of one million five hundred thousand 
quarters of wheat—to supply the deficiences of a bad harvest in 
1810—had occasioned so great a dearth of specie in Great Britain 
in the latter year, that gold and silver had almost disappeared 
from the circulation. But what then The Banks increased their 
issue in a similar proportion ; that of the Bank of England was 
raised to twenty-eight millions : its discounts reached twenty 
millions in a single year. All other banks did the same, and by 
this means not only was the crisis surmounted without difficulty, 
but a hundred thousand combatants and forty ships of the line 
were assembled round Lisbon, which hurled back the French from 
the lines of Torres Vedras. A commercial and monetary crisis, 
which, beyond all question, under our present system, would have 
involved the nation and all the commercial interests in a general 
and private bankruptcy, was not only surmounted without distress, 
but the property of the industrious classes was unimpaired during 
its whole continuance, and the nation strengthened to carry on 
those gigantic efforts, which at length turned the tide against 
France and brought the contest to a glorious termination. 

It is remarkable that this admirable system, which may be 
truly called the moving power of a nation during war, became 
towards its close the object of the most determined hostility on the 
part of the great capitalists and chief writers of political economy 
in the country. Here, however, as everywhere else, experience— the great test of truth—has determined the question. The adop¬ 
tion of the opposite system in contracting the paper-money in 
proportion to the abstraction of the metallic currency by the Acts 
of 1819 and 1844, followed as it was necessarily by the monetary crises of 1825, 1839, and 1847, has demonstrated beyond a doubt 
that in the system of an expansive currency Great Britain, during the Peninsular War, found the sole means of its salvation ; 
(Allison's History of Europe, vol. 20, p. 79 and 80). And, more¬ 
over, the fact that from 1797 to 1815, commerce, manufactures, and agriculture advanced—in spite of all the evils of war—with a 
rapidity greater than they had previously done in centuries, is a 
further proof of the power of paper-money to increase the wealth of a nation. 

b2 
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Eemarkable and beneficial however as were the effects produced 
in England, we have recently seen the power of paper money 

• 
exemplified on a grander scale in the United States of America, 
At the commencement of the war with the seceding States of the 
South in 1861, the debt of the United States was about 
£50,000,000. At the conclusion of the war in 1865, the debt 
was £600,000,000 sterling. The Americans speak of the contest 
as " the most costly and tremendous war that the world has ever 
known." For some time they had five hundred thousand men in 
the field, and the expense of their army was £400,000 a day. 
One of the immediate effects of this lavish expenditure was tc- 
banish gold and silver coin from circulation. The American 
metallic money was largely exported to pay manufacturers in 

Europe for the munitions of war. The nation's real wealth, the 

land, the iron, the manufactories, the mines, and above all, the 
industrious and energetic men remained. The Americans never 
dreamed of relinquishing their determination to vanquish the 
South because their gold and silver were exhausted. Government 
issued paper with no sparing hand. The paper-money was of 
all denominations. The currency was based on the war- 

property brought into existence by the demand, and although it 
was used, and finally lost to the nation as wealth, still the faith of 
the nation was pledged, and the notes were like bonds or mortgages 
on the land and property of the Americans. The people readily 
and gladly accepted it. In this money they carried on the trans¬ 
actions of trade. It was the medium through which they bartered 
their commodities with one another. With their commodities they 
bought this paper-money, and with it they paid their taxes to 

Government. As in the early days of the colonies, the paper- 
money tended greatly to develop the resources of the country. 

During the four years of this herculean war " we have increased 
in numbers, wealth, and prosperity," says an American writer, 
" notwithstanding the fact of the shocking waste of life and 

property destroyed during the struggle." It was also necessary 
that with enormous taxes the prices of all commodities should 

rise. The abundant currency issued by the Government, furnished 

the means and medium whereby prices could rise, and thus the 

producer was enabled to add to the cost of production, the fair 

amount of taxation due from the consumer. The Americans thus- 
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emancipated themselves from the restrictions of a metallic 
currency. There is no instance on record of the national currency 
of a country being so completely restored to its natural state as a 
•commodity. And, taking this very extreme case, it must never be 
forgotten, that though some inconvenience and some loss to 
individuals were experienced, the national prosperity has never 
been checked. 

The statement made by the President at the opening of Congress 
on December 3rd, 1866, is the most complete demonstration of 
the power which paper-money possesses to increase the wealth of 
a nation that has ever been submitted to the world : " The report 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, presents a much more satisfactory 
condition of our finances, than one year ago the most sanguine 
could have anticipated. During the fiscal year ending the 30th 
of October, 1865, the last year of the war, it amounted to 
2,740,854,750 dols. During a period of fourteen months, com¬ 
mencing 1st September, 1865, and ending 31st October, 1866, the 
debt was reduced 206,370,565 dols. In the last annual report on 
the state of finances, it was estimated that during the three 
quarters of the fiscal year ending the 20th of June, the debt would 
be decreased 112,194,947 dols., the receipts of the year having 
been 88,905,906 dols. more, and the expenditure 200,529,239 dols. 
less than the estimates. Nothing could more clearly indicate than 
these statements the extent and availablility of the national 
resources, and the rapidity and safety with which under our form 
of Government and the issuing of paper-money, great military and 
naval establishments can be disbanded and expenses reduced from 
a war to a peace footing. The Americans may make financial and 
legislative mistakes which may check the progress of the nation, 
and by a return to gold, counteract the advantages which paper- 
money has already bestowed upon them. They may adopt the 
unwise and unjust system which was adopted in England at the 
termination of the Peninsular War. They may resolve to pay in gold 
and with low prices, the debt contracted in national notes and 
with high prices. But whatever they may do, nothing can shake 
the evidences which the experience of America during the course 
of the six years' war affords of the power of national paper-money 
±o promote a nation's walfare." 

With paper-money the United States carried on a costly and 
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tremendous war, borrowed principally amongst themselves an 
enormous sum of money, paid a larger amount of taxes than any 
nation had ever paid before, and with all this the resources of the 
country were at the same time developed, and in the end left them 
richer than at the beginning. When the war was ended, their 
immense armies were disbanded without the nation suffering 
inconvenience, the demand for labour absorbing the services of 
the large number of workmen thrown on the labour market, the 
means being in the hands of all to purchase ; it became as easy to 
sell for money as it was to buy with money, thus making supply 
and demand run side by side to the advantage of all. And 
lastly, the financial position of the nation is that described by the 
President of the time as more satisfactory than the most sanguine 
could have anticipated. 

The monetary policy of England since the termination of the 
war of 1815, should be a warning to all nations. The greater 
part of the National debt had been contracted in what was called 
a depreciated paper currency with a high scale of prices. The 
legislators of that time determined to make the people pay this 
debt in gold with a reduced scale of prices. In this way from 
thirty to forty per cent, was added to the burden which the people 
of England have to endure. And not only so, but, by the contrac¬ 
tion of the circulating medium, the productive industry of the 

people was checked and enterprises impeded. The burden of the 

people was made heavier by the monetary system which diminished 
their strength. The distress, privation, confusion, and ruin which 
in 1816, 1819, 1825, 1837, 1839, 1847, 1857, and 1866, this fatal 
mistake entailed on England, and our Colonies are ascertained and 
undeniable. 
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Chapter VI. 

THE WANT OF PAPER-MONEY THE CAUSE OF IDLENESS AND DISTRESS. 

HE agricultural, the manufacturing, and the com¬ 
mercial interest suffered most severely. The rich 
merchants, the middle classes, and the working 
classes have been pillaged and plundered by the 
operation of Peel's bill of 1S44, and this notwith¬ 
standing the enormous discoveries of gold in 
Australia and elsewhere, of all the silver discoveries- 

of the sixteenth century did, to promote the prosperity of all 
nations, and the achievements of science which have acted so- 
powerfully in developing the resources of the whole world. All 
these things and more, have been contracted through the pernicious 
gold system as demanded by Peel's bill. The monetary system 
of 1819 was a step backwards. Peel had not the power of des¬ 
troying the system of paper-money. Had he been able to do so, 
and had he done it, the English nation would have retrograded as 
speedily as it had advanced. But Peel's bill crippled the monetary 
system which Mr. Pitt (one of the greatest statesmen the world 
produced) introduced. Peel went as far as he dared in restoring 
an exclusively metallic money, the money of the early ages of 
barbarism, nor will England or her Colonies permanently prosper 
until we return to a national and Colonial representative paper- 
money, the money of civilisation and progress ; money which is 
capable of expanding wealth and increasing population. Money 
based upon the great truth that a nation's wealth consists not only 
.m precious metals which are drawn from out of the mine, but 
that there is wealth lying hid in the nerves and sinews of the 
labourers, the enterprise of the merchant, the skill of the artizan, 
the discoveries of science, which therefore gives to every wealth- 
producing pow er of man, to land, and to labour—no less than to 
gold and silver its representative, as well as its actual value. 
Money provided by the Government for the use of the people in 
which debts can be discharged and taxes paid. Money neither of 
intrinsic value nor convertible into any fixed amount of any com¬ 
modity whatever, and which therefore would be secured from any 
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undue inflation when gold is brought into the country, and undue 
contraction when gold, as now, is withdrawn from the country. 
English and Colonial paper-money for the English people and 
paper notes for the Free State. 

Paris, under the late Emperor, reaped the benefit conferred by 
an issue of paper-money based upon substantial security ; and 
what more substantial security can there be than the improvement 
of Capitals. The following extracts will tell us how they manage 
these things in France, and how she has been able to keep her 

working classes employed through the winter on the improvements 
in Paris, and owing to the fine weather they hardly lost a day. 

Times, Paris letter, August 8th, 1864. It may be said that 
" France has solved the problem of the Poor Law Question, save 
in the case of sickness or old age. The Government will not give 
a man relief, it will give him work and pay him for it. The work¬ 
house is unknown. France may be said to spend in relief, to men 

wanting assistance, as much as England, but what a difference in 
the results obtained. She has to show roads, quays, ports, re¬ 
claimed lands, and embellished cities for her money. The indigent 
are not demoralised by the workhouse system, but are set to work 
and paid full price for the same, and thus they retain their self- 

respect by showing their freedom from poverty. There are only two 
societies for the relief of the poor, the Societes des Services 
Mutuelles and the Bureau de Bienfaisances. Contrast this with 
Thomas Carlyle's picture of our workhouses :—" I saw sitting on 
wooden benches in front of their Bastille, and within their ring 
walls and its railings, some hundred and more of these men, tall, 
robust figures, young, most of middle ages, of honest countenance, 

thoughtful, and even intelligent men. They sat there nearly by 
one another, but in a kind of torpor, especially in a silence which 
was very striking. In silence, for alas 1 what word was to be 
said An earth all around crying, Come and till me come and 

reap me Yet we sit here enchanted. In the eyes and brows of 

these men hung the gloomiest expression, not of anger, but oi 

great shame and manifold inarticulate distress and weariness. 

They returned my glance with a gaze that seemed to say, 
' Do no 

look at us ; we are enchanted here ; we do not know why. 1 e 

sun shines and the earth calls, and by the governing powers and 

impotence of England we are forbidden to obey ; it is impossible 
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they tell us.' There was something that reminded me of Dante's 
Hell in the look of all this, and I rode swiftly away," (" Pic¬ 
turesque Tourist" by Carlyle). 

Here we see Paris beautified and made attractive, so much so 
that visitors annually flock thereto from all countries, and the 
people employed. The difference in the two countries was owing 
to the financial policy of the late Emperor, who issued paper- 
money with which to pay wages to all who were employed on 
such public works (the rents) which to this day the municipal 
authorities of Paris collect to enable them to pay all their 
liabilities, and keep the city in repair. Frederick the Great's 
Pfenbriefe—paper-money enabled Frederick the Great to raise 
Prussia, exhausted by wars, from a state of prostration to wealth 
and power. That monarch issued land mortgage-notes, called 
Plenbriefe—bearing interest but inconvertible, so long as the 
interest was paid. With these monetary instruments he forced 
Prussian agriculture, and caused it to grow in strength and riches 
beyond any country in the world, except the United States. The 
"fenbriefe were so good a security, being based upon land, that 
they were really negotiable, even during the wars of Napoleon. 
Again, take another fact in Germany, when, after many attempts 
to solve the land question, so that the tenants might feel sure of 
their holdings, the following plan was adopted in 1850, a law 
which enabled the smallest occupier of peasant lands to acquire 
the proprietorship. Without going over all the particulars, their 
principle and working are as follows :—The law of 1850 created 
the provincial local credit institutions called rent banks. The 
stipulated purchase-money of the land to be bought by the 
peasant was advanced by the bank and by it paid, not in money, 
but in rent debentures. These were issued in amounts from 
rf0s. to £150 and were transferable by delivery. They ranked 
as otate securities, and the peasant holder could arrange to 
Pay off in twenty, forty, or even fifty-six years, and felt while 
oing so, that he was gradually becoming owner of the land 

once rented. The same system was introduced in Saxony, 
the rent banks were established for the furtherance of great 
Public interests such as advancing capital for draining, irrigation, 
and other agricultural purposes. The rent debenture passed from 
one to another as a currency. The results, economic, social, and 
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moral, of the Prussian land-redeeming system present a wide and 
interesting field, while our limits, permit only an imperfect view 
of a few leading features. 

It may be also mentioned that in Prussia there is, and has been 
for forty years an issue of treasury notes which are a legal tender, 
and which, though redeemable in paying taxes, are otherwise 
nominally inconvertible, yet they work side by side with gold and 
remain at par. This is another undoubted instance of an incon¬ 
vertible legal tender note performing all the functions of money 
without depreciation. Saxouy and some of the other German 
States have had the same. Let our German and Saxon friends 
take note of this fact. 

Exchequer notes were issued in 1696. They have somewhat in 

England in the past approximated to a representative paper- 
money, and nothing but the want of knowledge on the people's 
part of money's real value, has prevented the English people 
deriving the greatest advantages from a cheap unfluctuating and 
at the same time expansive paper currency. An instance is given 
by Lord Macauly in his History of England, vol. IV, page 628. 
Another, and at that conjunction (1696), more effectual substitute 
for a metallic currency owed its existence to the ingenuity of 
Charles Montague. He had succeeded in engrafting on Harley s 
Land Bank Bill, a clause which empowered the Government to issue 

negotiable paper, at the rate of three-pence a day in a hundred 

pounds. In the midst of the general distress and confusion, the 
first Exchequer Bills, were drawn for various amounts, from a 
hundred pounds down to five pounds. These instruments were 

rapidly distributed over the Kingdom by the post, and were 

everywhere welcomed. The success of the plan was such, that 
the ministry resolved at one time to issue twenty shilling and 
even fifteen shilling bills for the payment of troops. It is difficult 
to imagine how, without Exchequer bills, the Government of the 

country could have carried on during that year. Your true 
bullionist is mistaken. To him, credit on a paper representative 
is a thing incredible. Captain Franklin, in his overland expedi¬ 
tion, tells us that he could not make the Indians of Lake Winnipeg 
believe that a slip of paper—a draft on Quebec—was really on 

presentation so many blankets and lowing pieces. They, like the 

gold believers all over the world, did not believe in representative 
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paper-money. If this theory or unbelief was carried out, what 
would become of the fourteen millions of Bank of England notes*- 
and the sixteen millions of other Banks, which circulate in Eng¬ 
land without one single ounce of gold as their base. Without 
these notes and about four hundred millions of bills of exchange 
in circulation every day, by means of which the trade of the 
country is carried on, these bills would not be wanted, if there 
were a sufficient supply of National, Colonial, Eepublican State 
notes based on national works redeemable annually, for when 
there is plenty of money, and it is easy to sell for money, no sane 
man desires to leave his bills unpaid. 

Chapter VII. 

NATURE OF PAPER-MONEY. 

HEBE is one point which is very important to notice. 
Bullionists ask their opponents—" How will your 
note be worded What are we to understand by your 
promise to pay 

" The answer is that the taxation 
or public works note would bear no such inscription; 
but the words, " I promise to receive this note in 
discharge of" so many pounds of taxation as the 

note represents. By this simple process the whole difficulty is 
surmounted. When Britain was subjected to the Romans, no 
coined money was lawful unless stamped with the effigy of Cssar. 
ft was tribute-money representing a tax to be paid, and was issued 
"J the Komans in anticipation of such payment. It bought stores, 
®c.; and when the tax became due, it was taken from the holders 
m payment of the tax or tribute at the same nominal value at 
Which it was issued. Most of the coins were stamped with other 
symbols, indicative of the tax levied. Thus—for cattle they were 
stamped with the figure of a horse ; for beer, with that of a hog ; ior corn fields, with an ear of corn ; for a poll-tax, with the head 
°* a man. The coins of the British Prince Amoboline were not 
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only stamped with the figures of animals, but with the word loxio 
—which signifies back-tax or tribute, The payment of them into 
the exchequer acquitted the payer of duties on merchandise, and 
was settlement for personal services. 

In these historical facts, we have evidence that all things of 
value, capable of being transferred from man to man, were ac¬ 
counted real meney, and they were all represented by symbols or 
tokens. The real money was the basis and security on which the 
tokens were issued, and whoever held a token was admonished by 
it, that he was a creditor to its amount on the real money of the 

country. It may surprise many of our readers to be told that 
from the reign of Henry the First down to the establishment of 
the Bank of England, the legal tender of England was fabricated 
out of wood. This wooden instrument of currency was called an 

exchange tally ; but before explaining its nature and use, it is 
desirable to make some few remarks on the monetary system 
which prevailed anterior to its introduction. 

In the earliest periods, all taxes or tributes due to the Crown 
were paid in kind, excepting those which were discharged by per¬ 
sonal service. He who delivered to the King's receivers or pur¬ 
veyors an animal or commodity, discharged his tax or tribute in 

kind, that is to say in real money—it might be an ox, or a war- 

horse, or a measure of corn, or clean straw for the royal bed ; but 

whatever the article, the tax obligation was liquidated by such 
tender. They who had no real money to offer were acquitted of 

the performance of personal services. To follow the King to 

battle, to plough his land, to thresh his corn, are instances of this 

mode of taxation. Henry the First, finding this system inconve¬ 
nient so far as payment in kind was concerned, introduced a token 
or symbol of real money, which received the name of an exchange 

tally. He knew it would have been most burdensome to compel 
the payment of prices in gold and silver, because those metals 
were not found in England; he felt the injustice (when he 

changed the form of tribute) of aggravating its pressure by ex¬ 

acting from the cultivator of the soil that which the soil was in¬ 

capable of producing. He accordingly provided the instrument o. 

taxation with which he purchased all he wanted of his subjects 
instead of their delivering in kind what he wanted to the royal 

purveyors or receivers. When taxes fell due the King took back 
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the fiscal wooden instruments as payment. He fixed the value of 
the instrument which became the unit account, and received it 
back at the same conventional value as that at which it was 
issued. It is not necessary to give the whole history of these 
tallies of wood. The tallies were made out of a rod, and the sum 
represented in notches. One thousand pounds was known by a 
notch as broad as the palm, £100 by the breadth of a thumb, £20 
by the thickness of the little finger, £1 by that of a barley-corn, 
for a shilling the least piece possible was cut out, a penny was 
marked merely by an incision, no wood being taken away. These 
signs were for the unlearned. The staff was cleft into two length¬ 
wise, one part, called the tally or cheque, being given to the 
person for whose service it was intended—the other being called 
the counter tally, being laid up in a safe place until its tally should 
be brought in by the person who had last given value for it 
From this came the word bill, which means a staff, and billet still 
means a small piece of wood. In our time we have the Bill of 
Exchange and the Bank Post Bill—paper being used instead of 
wood. Under strict feudalism there was no standing army, the 
chief tenants furnished troops to the Crown in lieu of rent, but if 
the King chose to take an officer into his pay, that officer was said 
to be put on the staff, that is to say, he was paid with exchange 
tallies, and to this day, when a soldier is quartered, the soldier is 
said to be billeted, because formerly he tendered a wooden tally— 
with which tally the victualler paid his taxes to the extent of 
course of the value of the tally. 

The cheque books of modern times are so prepared that a part 
always remains with the drawer of the cheque, and it is usual to 
indent it like the teeth of a saw so that in case of a fraud the two 
parts may be brought together again to see if they tally. So 
much for the ancient taxation money. From National or Colonial 
money, limited from year to year, to the annual amount of taxa¬ 
tion, we now pass to the consideration of commercial money. It 
being the prerogative of the Crown to create and issue Imperial 
legal tender for Imperial purposes ; it is the right of the people to demand the issue of commercial money for the purposes of trade. 
As taxation is the representative of barter, and as all are privileged to barter as they please, so all are entitled to use such aids to 
carter as they deem most efficient. But though Government w 
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never justified in interfering under the pretence of regulating the 
currency, which will always regulate itself, if left alone ; yet to 
protect the people from the wicked and selfish, and give stability 
to credit, it is desirable that Government should receive tangible 
security from those capitalists who solicit an Act of Bank Incor¬ 
poration, in order that the solidity of their notes may be certified 
to the public. It is therefore proposed, that all Banks of Issue 
should deposit in the hands of the Government approved guarantees 
in land or in other indisputable securities, the legal title to owner¬ 
ship being attested by the law officers of the Crown, and the Value 
of the property by the actuaries of the Crown. These prelimin¬ 
aries being settled, the banker would then be permitted to issue 
•commercial currency to the extent of one half, two thirds, or three- 
fourths of the securities deposited, the exact proportion being 
determinable by Parliament. The notes of these banks would be 
mad6 by government and numbered, and the amount of securities 
-should be printed on the face of the notes. No man of common 
sense would run upon such a bank; there could be no excessive 
issues, and therefore no depreciation. In. a letter addressed to 
both Houses of Parliament, dated April 3rd, 1826, after the 
dreadful panic owing to the want of currency, the first Sir Kobert 
Peel expressed himself in favour of this system of Security Banks 
in the following terms : " 

Having been long and extensively engaged 
in commercial dealings, I often witnessed a national embarrassment 
arising from a defective or impure currency. In the enlarged 
•scale of business carried on by this country, embracing a great 
variety of pursuits, a reliance on a metallic currency ever did, and 
ever will fail. Gold, though in itself massy, often disappears in 

consequence of war or speculation; nay, the breath of rumour itself 
is sufficient to disperse it. Our domestic concerns are interrupted 
and confidence lost. I am no friend to an unrestrained issue of 

paper-money, but would suggest issues of paper-money by the 
Bank of England and other public bodies of men who give security 
in land, canals, buildings, and other tangible property amounting 
to at least one half the value of the bills or notes in circulation, 
feeling certain that had such arrangement in the banking system 
been carried out, that amount of panic and distress now so severely 
felt in the nation would have been avoided." This was the advice 
-of a man of experience, who carried on business during therestnc- 
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tion and accumulated an immense fortune, and founded a family. 
It was he who said iu the House ol Commons, " Had there been 
no paper-money there would have been no Sir Robert Peel." 

Chapter VIII. 

PAPER MONEY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC WORKS. 

' AVING drawn the reader's attention to the power of 
paper-money to enable the rulers and Governors of 
the greatest Empires and States to carry on their 
destructive designs, let me draw the attention of 
the reader to its power for constructive purposes in 
England specially. To those who can' say, this 
is my home and, who in all probability, will live and 

die here, it is important to know how they can so work and 
arrange that, to use the words of the poet, they may leave this their 
native part of the world, better than they found it. Those who 
desire that the conditions in the future should be better than the 
past, so that their children may dwell in peace and live in happi¬ 
ness, will also be only too happy likewise to know how to work 
and arrange to bring about the happy consummation of their hopes. 
Necessity, we are told, is the mother of invention, and now that 
all people are pledged to construct railways, and other works, 
tor their future convenience, the writer also feels that it is a 
stern necessity that compels the suggestions herein contained, 
•cor many reasons the present representatives have been elected, 
and considering that the higher the position, the greater the 
responsibility, for what they have done in the past let us be truly 
thankful; what can they do in the future, and how will they do it? 
AU men are governed by the circumstances that surround them. The 
need of railways and other public woi k.=, as we advance in civilisa¬ 
tion, will bring new arrangements. We start in advance in England; 
had we the nationalisation of the railroads, the income alone would 
Pay all the Imperial expenses, but alas the individual ownership 
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precludes such a probability ; but there is hope, if we will but 
start right, that in the future the income of our railways alone 
will pay all our expenses, and then think of the glorious time 
when no custom-houfe officer or inland revenue tax-collector 
would trouble us, because the income of public works would cover 
all expenses. The ways and means for the lines to be made now 
are settled, and it would be useless to ask for their alteration ; but 
yet, as regards the future lines, allow me to suggest the following. 
Cost must be the limit of price in all our future railway under¬ 
takings, and if it is found advisable to make additions either on 
the present routes, or beyond, the following be carried out. Eng¬ 
lish navvies, brickmakers, iron workers, surveyors, and all the 
noble army of labourers have produced railways estimated to be 
worth £700,000,000, in England, and that in a space of fifty years. 
All that capital might have been paid back, had they but been 
built by money redeemable out of the income from their working 
—enough to pay twice over the £30,C'00,000 interest on the 
National Debt, had England, in her collective capacity, been the 
owner ; and when we take into consideration the report of the 
Railway Commission of 1865, which proved it was possible that 
in England coals and luggage could be carried for less than Id. per 
mile per ton, and afford to take back the empty trucks, and still 
leave a handsome profit in the working ; and further, that a tram 

capable of travelling a distance of a mile, containing sitting-room 
for five hundred passengers would only cos on an average 2s. per 
mile, thus enabling people to travel at the rate of sixteen miles for a 

penny, so that it follows it would be possible, under a proper system 
of construction and management of railways, to carry goods at the 
rate of Id. per journey of sixteen to twenty miles, and then leave 
sufficient to allow of the five per cent, for the redemption of the 

original capital advanced. Thus, by a system of stop or turn¬ 

pike stations at a distance of sixteen miles, tickets could be issued 
at the rate of twopence each passenger, and sixpence per ton the 
distance of twenty miles for luggage. Now if this can be done, 
and there is no doubt of it, according to the report of the Railway 
Commissioners, what is to pi event some such system being carried 
out Evidently nothing but the knowing how ; since train?, that 
cost 2s. a mile for a journey of sixteen miles in England, wt 

carry five hundred passengers and leave aprofit on the working, so 
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might be fairly estimated that under right arrangements we should 
he able to travel that distance, at a price certainly not to exceed the 
amount. The plan, therefore, would be something like the following: 
in the event of more railways being needed, an Act could be passed, 
specifying that Parliament being satisfied that additional railroads 
were needed, the estimated capital should be advanced by the 
-State, and to save expense, the amount required would be advanced 
in National notes to pay for material and workmanship, such 
notes to be made at the National State Bank, and marked Public 

Railway notes, and only issued when the Railway Commissioners 
certified that the amount demanded was for work done. Thus, if 
a railway, with all the connecting loop lines to the large towns and 

villages, was considered advisable, and was estimated to cost 
•£20,000,000 let the Government issue so much in notes during 
the time of construction: after construction, the line being in perfect 
-order, the managers under Government would be enabled, after 
-allowing for wear and tear to call in five per cent, of the £20,000,000. 
By this process, the whole of the £20,000,000 would be cleared off 
in t wenty years, and the line absolutely free from all constructing 
charges, and then leaving a property worth £20,000,000; upon 
which, if they felt so disposed, a charge could be made that would 
tielp the Government to provide an income for State purposes 
wiihout reverting to the wretched system of imposing custom and 
o'her petty dues, which not only harass the people but add to the 
cost of the commodities, and prevent all those engaged in such 
collection of taxes adding to the production of the State. Parlia¬ 
ment has sanctioned private banks issuing their notes, to enable 
them to carry on their legitimate business ; and it is, therefore, 
quite possible, on the part of the Government, to arrange for the 
benefit of all to have their own printing press and make notes for 
S ate public works. Some might contend that to make money 
ftr this purpose would depreciate property. On the contrary, if 
*he experience of the past is to guide us, it would enhance im¬ 
moveable property and be the means of supplying the public with 
money that would enable them to purchase the commodities of 
their neighbours more readily and in fact be the means of pro- 
•d 'icing wealth ad libitum, and consuming the same. This is no 
Utopian idea ; it has been done in America, and on the Continent 
and as all things are possible to men under right conditions, so 

c 
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would the same be done if arranged for the public by means of 
public-works paper-money. 

This brief sketch has been written merely as an introduction to 
the subject, and to indicate that the dangers which threaten 
England from her currency laws, are not to be met merely by a 
bi-metallic currency, important as such a measure would be, but 
also by the severing of the private Bank of England from the 
the Goverment, by leaving promissory notes to circulate according 
to the wealth and responsibility of those who issue them, and by 
leaving the Government to obtain its taxes without the cloak and 
juggle of a Bank of private shareholders with the name of the 
Bank of England ; by means of Imperial money to meet the tax¬ 
ation of a year, and the issue of Legal Tender Notes for the con¬ 
struction of Public Works of Utility, as hereinafter advocated. 

Hence the importance to every community of profoundly study¬ 
ing the nature and action of Money. 

The Creator of all has furnished for the use of man ample raw 
materials in the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms, and' 
endowed him with faculties to adapt them to his wants. In man 
are implanted certain desires and appetites which prompt him to 
consume whatever is produced. These wants and desires create- 
markets. To use the language of Attwood, every man's mouth is 
a market, and every man's hand is a producer. With a proper 
system of paper-money in our midst, markets would always be 

emptied %s soon as supplied ; and here let me say, it is not Gold 
as Gold that I quarrel with : as one medium of exhange it answers 
well its purpose, but from its natural scarcity it is unwise to base 

upon it all our means of exchange of our worked up commodities, 
which, naturally, are exhaustible, and all due to the labour of our 
hands. It is labour which tends our flocks and our heards ; it is 
labour which directs the plough and otherwise prepares the 

ground for the reception of the seed which labour scatters upon 
its surface; it is labour which converts our corn into bread, labour 
that supplies us with clothing, labour that builds our houses, and 
labour that furnishes them ; it is labour that protects us during 
the hours of rest, and labour that prepares the morning meal; it 
is to labour that we are indebted for the flowers of spring, the 
summer's ripening fruits and the autumnal crops ; it is in short 
to labour that we owe everything that we possess or enjoy ; and 
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although we were to be fed and clothed, if it were possible by a 
miracle, by the spontaneous fall of all things that we require upon 
the earth, still the soundness of the main proposition—that labour 
is the one and only source of wealth—is indisputable ; for even 
the wild fruits of the earth, the fowls of the air, and the fishes of 
the sea, are not wealth until human labour has made them so by 
the acts of collection, attainment, or appropriation. Land truly 
is wealth, and so is water, and even the game upon the one and 
the fish within the other, in consideration solely, however, of 
labour having been employed in obtaining possession of them. 
This is the grand fundamental principle of Political Economy, its 
Alpha, its Omega, its Essence, its All. Money acts in a market 
simply as the instrument of distribution ; it forms no part of the-, 
market. As Adam Smith observes : " The great wheel of circula¬ 
tion is altogether different from the goods which are circulated, 
there." If a road which usually conveys goods to a market be¬ 
comes impassable, the market remains empty, because the instru¬ 
ments of supply fail ; so also, if the market remains full, that is- 
stagnant because the instruments of distribution fail. A fussy 
legislation attempts to create markets—it might spare its pains, 
smce nothing but the natural wants and desires of mankind can 
create them : but a senseless legislation can destroy markets, and 
even does so, when it insists on a metallic money. It might as 
reasonably insist that the bars of every railway should be con¬ 
structed of gold instead of iron. 

In the same manner your future bridges, streets, and all muni¬ 
cipal houses could be constructed without paying one farthing of 
interest to the bullionists. Think of the cost of borrowing : 

Interest at 3 per cent, replaces capital in 33 years. 
» 4 „ „ „ 25 „ 
» 5 „ „ „ 20 „ 

10 „ „ „ 10 „ 
» 20 „ „ „ 5 „ 

In all the efforts of philanthropy to remove the evils of society, the question of money has been ignored, and hence the lamentable- 
failures. It has never occurred to the reformers that money is 
half of every bargain, or that modern usury extorts not for the 
legitimate use of money, but for its artificial scarcity. Is it sur¬ 
prising, then, that the rich grow richer, and the poor poorer 

c2 
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The currency question is emhpatically a labour question, and 
till all the working-classes study it and master it they will never 
•obtain any efficient relief from social evils, or political grievances. 
It will be well also for the rich to study and to master it, for all 
history proves to those who can look below the surface, that usury 
as the precursor of Revolution, and extinguishes Nationality. 

Take again the cost of house-constructing. A building costing 
.£500, and occupied by a tenant at £50 a year, being at the rate 
of ten per cent, will give you some idea of the number of houses 
that would be in the possession of our city fathers in 100 years. 

House-hiring at ten per cent, would give :— 
In 8 years 
In 16 „ 
In 24 
In 32 
In 40 
In 48 
In 56 
In 64 
In 72 
In 80 
In 88 
In 100 

1 house. 
4 houses. 
9 

20 >} 
44 )} 
96 » 

207 
445 » 
955 » 

2,048 9> 
4,319 » 

13,780 JJ 
Remember that this is what one house worth £500 and let for 

£50 a year for 100 years would, at compound interest, produce ; and 
if built with municipal notes, then at the end of 100 years, the one 

house worth £500 would give 13,780 houses, supposiag it pos¬ 
sible for such a number to be needed ; and would yield to the 

town, in rent alone, £689,000 a year. Where, then, the need of 

taxes or of selling the municipal lands If such a number of 

houses were not required in London, then the money could be 

utilised in all the towns of the State—the rents from such aggre¬ 

gate houses forming the income of the municipal authority. A11 

•arrangement suitable for all time, for all towns throughout the 

world, freeing all towns from the future levying of so many pence 
in the pound for town purposes. 

Therefore it is important to ratepayers to request, through their 

local representatives, from the State Government, a sum oft ree 

money—free of interest—for the construction of such aeknow- 
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ledged works of necessity as can be at once undertaken for the 

public benefit. 
That the plan proposed could be easily carried out by our 

principal corporations is beyond doubt. As stated, the payments 
could be made in a costless and local Government note, not worded 
in the ordinary way, " Promise to pay," but " Promise to receive." 
The note could be accepted in every instance for as many pounds 
as its represents. The security for the redemption of such notes 
should be the actual works themselves for which they hive been 
issued. Amongst the most prominent and remunerative works 
may be mentioned—building of town halls, constructing water¬ 
works, drainage, and improvement of streets. By way of illustra¬ 
tion : suppose some water-works have been agreed upon to supply 
by gravitation, with a daily supply of pure water for domestic,, 
garden, fire, and other purposes ; that the cost has been estimated 
at £50,000,000, two or four years being allowed for completion ; 
and we will suppose the works to have been finished and paid for 
in the manner suggested. The residents, merchants, and store¬ 

keepers would have the benefit of the large sum of £50,000,000 
expended among them for the construction of such works, besides 
which they would have the water-works and the great blessing of 
a good supply of water for fire and all other purposes ; and ex¬ 
perience has proved that wherever such works have been intro¬ 
duced, the public willingly contribute and pay for a supply of pure- 
water. This money would be collected by the local officers : and 
in twenty years—that is, supposing five per cent, was annually 
paid in for the water supplied—all the notes would have been re¬ 
deemed. Thus the community would have gradually repaid, by 
easy instalments, the whole of the notes, the use of which was 
temporarily lent them by consent of the representatives of the 
people. These public notes, as past experience proves, if issued 
on such a solid foundation, would answer the same purposes as 
ordinary bank-notes, but with this important difference, that they 
would be all redeemable, and gradually repaid by the people 
themselves, and without the burden of interest. 
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Chapter IX. 

POWER OF PAPER-MONEY FOR MUNICIPAL HOUSE CONTRUCTTON. 

0 further illustrate the power of investing in house 
property, let us take a view of the Peabody bequest 
for the artisan classes of England. Here we have a 
man without a soul for any other aim in life than 
that of making money, yet wanting to be famous in 
the only mode open to him ; for we live in days 
when men no longer fearing a Church, or needing a 

heavenly mansion in the skies, cannot leave the savings of a life¬ 
time to some charity, as a compensation for their bad deeds, and 
as a salve to their conscience for the forestalling and the constant 
taking advantage of their neighbours and the markets, and who, 
in so doing, perpetuate the system of public and private robbery 
of the producers. It is not my intention to give the whole history 
of this glorified public thief of other men's productions. His 
robberies were allowed by law, and such robberies will continue 
until men are disgusted with the arrangements whereby the wealth 
created by the labourers, of all degrees and sorts, passes into the 
hands of scheming, swindling scoundrels, the labourers themselves 
meanwhile being hardly able to secure the common necessaries of 
life. Why did Peabody pose as a philanthropist To gain the 

applause of his brother Jonathan Wilds of America, and the 
Sanctimonious cheats of London city, who, adopting his principles 
and practice, steal the fruits of the labour of the British workmen 
and the agricultural classes of England, and who in their snob¬ 
bishness erect a monument in front of their house of robbery, 
their Exchange, as they call it, in which they manipulate 
their knavish tricks, and absorb the wealth for which they 
never gave an equitable exchange. Truly our national monuments 
are all to the false—the public murderers and robbers ; and so 

long as the English allow such pillars and statues of public in¬ 

famy, so long may it be assumed that they are not free—do not 
understand that Justice, Righteousness and Equity should cover 
the land. The time has come to alter the Exchange sign and 
State. At present the earth belongs to public landlord robbers. 
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Yea, the earth with the fulness thereof, and the cattle on a thou¬ 
sand hills, is the property of city-cheats and blacklegs, who, if 
they had their deserts, would be inside instead of outside their 
Newgate ; and who, on receiving their full and just punishment, 
would find it a continual Oldgate. The total fund given to the 
-erection of workmen's flats by Peabody, as the scandalous outcome 
of our false civilisation, was £500,000. Now if this sum was in¬ 
vested, and five cent, was allowed for repairs and for wear and 
tear, and five per cent, charged as rent—marvellous, according to 
our scheme, would be the results. But the occupiers are now year 
after year robbed in the form of rent, for though supplying the 
-additional fund, as the annexed figures show, they are never credited 
with the same; but the gain is put down to the credit of Peabody, 
while it is in reality the outcome of their labours and struggles,— 
as the first labourers were robbed to create the fund of £500,000. 
Now suppose that the continual supply of five per cent, was con¬ 
tinued, this at compound interest at every fifteen years would 
produce as follows :— 

Starting at £500,000 
From 1st to 15th year 1,000,000 
In 30 years 2,000,000 
In 45 „ 4,000,000 
In 60 „ 8,000,000 
In 75 „ 16,000,000 
In 90 „ 32,000,000 
In 105 „ 64,000,000 
In 120 ii ••• 128,000,000 
In 135 „ 256,000,000 
in 150 „ 512,000,000 
In 165 it 1,024,000,000 

So that, during 165 years, at 5 per cent., the occupiers would, out 
•of their labours, supply a fund, amounting to one thousand and 
twenty-four millions, a sum far exceeding our National Debt, and 
all the outcome of labour at 5 per cent, compound interest, and 
all to be to the credit and honour of a Peabody who gave in fear 
the first £500,000 to ease his conscience for his robberies com¬ 
mitted, and to ensure the shouts of his fellow-rascals. This man 
was never known to help a poor person, not even a poor American. 
It was stated that he had a sister, a widow with a family, who 
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kept a thread and needle shop in New York, and had never received' 
a penny from him. Peabody, to keep up the immortal 10 and 5 
per cent., made his gift under such conditions that the occupants 
of the Peabody apartments, the labourers, find that their earnings 
go towards usurious accumulation, which if continued for the next 
165 years will yield an approximate sum of one thousand and' 
twenty-four millions wrung out of labour's hands, to glorify the 
American and English public swindlers. 

The wealth-producers of all countries, from the small earnings 
they receive, have a just and everlasting complaint against a rate 
of interest that impoverishes them continually, for the building up 
of colossal houses of no appreciable advantage to themselves. The 
capitalist, so-called, the gatherer of that which he never sowed, 
may think otherwise; but the time will come when, like the free¬ 
lances and other robbers of the Middle Ages and the highwaymen, 
land, house and produce robbers of this age will have to move off 
to make way for the new era commencing. Our own age cries 
out for reform, and future ages are sure to be still more impor¬ 
tunate. Labour, in its suffering, degradation and oppression, 
demands a change. The work of the labourer's hands barely 
yields subsistence. We are impudently told that this is the con¬ 

sequence of over-population, the superabundance of labourers, the 
law of supply and demand. In accordance with these false and 
monstrous statements, the labourer is the victim of capitalists ; and 
if he complain against tyrannical arrangements, he is told that he 
is ignorant, unprincipled and revolutionary. But the time has 
arrived when the producers of our wealth will no longer submit to 
such extortion, or allow themselves and their children to have for 

everlasting time their property constantly confiscated by these 
modern plunderers ; and by heavens, let the masses once clearly 
see the villany of their oppressors, and realise what their fore¬ 
fathers and themselves have suffered, and what their children 
born and unborn—may suffer, such investments will not be worth 
a year's purchase. The world is for all, not for a few ; and now 

that men know how to utilise Nature, and to pay for the products 
of Nature at cost-price, the building of houses to supply interest 

by the occupier must cease, thanks to the efforts of the past, an 

to the fact that the occupiers of many neighbourhoods have been, 

dispossessed of their habitations by railways and other needro 
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improvements ; a powerful machinery has been introduced, and 
now for the removal and rebuilding of municipal houses in the 
future in the United Kingdom, no fault can be found with com¬ 
pulsory powers, for they are indisputable. If the unfortunate 
tools of a middle-class were not fools as well as indifferent to the- 
best interests of the working-classes they are supposed to represent 
the change might have been effected years ago ; but for want of 

knowledge these men sit or stand like mummies in the House of 

lucapables, or for fear that they should lose their right to be in 
such a den of thieves, as old Daniel O'Connell called it in his day. 
It is still more a den of thieves than it was even in O'Connell's 
time, spite of the march of civilisation; and a den of thieves it 
must continue to be as long as there is private land ownership, as 

long as the land is the possession and privilege of a rapacious class, 
as long as our public works are created and controlled by the 
capitalist blunderers and plunderers that sit at Westminster ; yet 
if these men were to repent and to act patriotically, honour and 
glory would be their portion for ever. Besides rendering more 
effectual the Workmen's Building Acts, and the Acts empowering 
municipal bodies to pull down and to rebuild, let them decree that 
the present power of borrowing, for which interest has to be paid 
is to cease, and that all municipal bodies are to have the 
right to all amounts for improvements by means of legal tender 
notes, to be redeemed out of the future income of such public 
works of utility. I have fully explained this principle and plan 
in my " How to Construct Public Works of Utility, such as Tram¬ 
ways, Waterworks, Gasworks, and Railways," and 80 on, without 
loans, bonds, mortgages, or the burden of interest, the only wise 
plan of human salvation in our midst for our future public works. 
Cost, in the future, must be the limit of the price that the workmen, 
or, m fact, any one should pay for house-room ; it is to the com¬ 
bination of workmen of all grades, that we owe the erection and 
construction of our public buildings; and therefore, in strict justice, 
the constructors must be housed and provided for; it is their 
indisputable right, without the Intervention of the middle-men to 
enrich themselves by living upon the labour of others. No amount 
ot sophistry on the part of these prodace-stealers, no wild, cry that 
this is communism, will alter facts. I propose the only just way 
for the producers to rid themselves of the thieves of the past- 
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The land-stealers and the unknown number of wealth-stealers of 
the past are the red communists in reality; it is they who have 
used all kinds of life-destroyers, in the form of gunpowder, gun- 
cotton, and numberless more, to keep down, or to enslave, or 
to murder the people. The time has arrived when these com¬ 
munists must be removed—at once and for ever. The work for 
labourers of all degrees is uncertain, and it is this uncertainty of 
the future lot of all workers, that in so many cases makes them 
reckless, and creates habits that are to be deplored. Once break 
-down the legislative contrivances to secure lenders extortionate 
interest, and rewards to live in idleness ; make legal tender money, 
you break down the private Bank of England, compelling the 

country banks to depend upon this bank, whereby they are pre¬ 
vented from making advances to employers of labour ; and manu¬ 
facturers are driven into bankruptcy, and labourers into idleness. 
To make matters worse, the cruel house-owners drive by evictions 
the workers into the street or the workhouse, only another name 
for a prison to a healthy man willing to work honestly. The 
same horrible lot awaits his wife and children, who must either be 
foodless and homeless, or share his workhouse prison. 

Men of the Peabody stamp offer no remedy for the poverty of 
the English labourer, and for his terrible degradation and misery. 
The men who work, find it next to impossible to live, while the 
men who are making laws for their own benefit, are idle, and revel 
in luxury, at the expense of those who toil, struggle and die. It 
is now time to turn to a new system of exchange giving common 

justice to all. My plans and system ignore Tory, Whig, Gladstone, 
and other miserable leaders, with their paltry bills of relief and 
demand. What is wanted is the restitution to the whole people 
of the native soil in Britain, in Ireland, and elsewhere, accompanied 
by the permission to build houses with legal tender money. 

Hereby the supremacy of the people and the sovereignty of the 

individual are guaranteed to all men in all ages to come. 
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Chapter X. 

PAPER-MONEY TO CONSTRUCT PUBLIC WORKS. 

HERE are many public works which can only be 
carried out by a central authority. Railways are 
admitted to be one, but the need of good harbours 
along our coast, must be another, which can alone be 
carried out by the executive power. 

Many surveys have been made by the most emin¬ 
ent Engineers and favourably reported on, but alas 

the State credit has been such, that Prime Ministers in the past 
have not been able to ask for sufficient sums to carry out any con¬ 
templated works that would be of a useful permanent character, such 
as National Water Works, Manchester Canal construction, National 
Drainage of Waste Lands in Ireland, England and Wales. The 
ancients built their public works for an eternity, as witness their 
remains still to be found in India, in the caves of Elephanta, or 
the Hundred Gate City of Thebes in Upper Egypt, and their 
monuments of marble sphynx leading to their cities, also their 
Pyramids, and remains of other cities, still to be traced in upper and 
lower Egypt; so perfect and durable are they, that their form re¬ 
mains to this day, and as regards the colouring of paintings in halls 
and other public buildings, time seems incapable of obliterating their 
beauty. Then, again, take the public works and monuments of 
sculpture, that the ancestors of our Saxon race, called Greeks, have 
left us as evidence of this fact, and last, as time presses, we think 
of those noble waterworks and aqueducts, that were built by the 
•Romans to bring a supply of water to Rome, their capital. 
Aqueducts over forty miles long, and mainly built of stone, and, 
more marvellous still, built one upon another, and available for 
supplies to this day. Such are but a few specimens of past public 
works, and when we ask how it is that they remain, we have but 
one answer; they were built under an impression that they would 
*e required for ever. 

«ow, if we will have good harbours and ports, sufficient sums 
must be paid away for material and labour; therefore let the fol- 
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lowing suggestions be well considered. Supposing the estimated! 
cost of breakwaters, harbours, &c, to be five or six millions, 
let an application be made in due form to Parliament, for the loan 
of the same in notes, marked and issued for the express purpose 
of such works ; the notes so issued to be legal tender for all taxes 
and payments as the notes of the banks are now, with the full 

understanding that the dues of such works should be used for the 

redemption of the same ; the notes so made would be used to be 
paid away to those who have an interest in our unfinished works, 
and for the purchase of the land that would be required to enlarge 
and complete the same; also to the men who would lay the stone work 
or make bricks, the iron work, the woodwork ; and in fact, to all 
for labour, or material used in such works. It is not for want of 
material or men that the work is not done. We know that there 
are innumerable quarries, millions of tons of clay, sand, chalk, etc., 
ready to be made into bricks ; millions of tons of iron and wood 

ready to be used for such purposes ; and, as regards workmen, 
England teems with hundreds of surveyors, brickmakers, carpenters! 
ironworkers, excavators, and others, wanting and asking for work, 
who would be only too glad to assist in such undertakings. When 
the whole of such notes were paid away, and we in possession of 
such works, we should be enabled to charge for the use of the 

docks, etc., at the rate of five per cent, over and above the wear 
and tear ; and then with this five per cent, call in, every year, one- 
twentieth of the notes so advanced ; so that at the end of twenty 
years, the whole of the notes would be redeemed out of the income 
of such works. After the redemption, the charges could be 
reduced or continued, and thus provide an income for all 

purposes. These port and harbour works must be made, and it 

will be well if our representatives will look into these matters, 
and thus save their fellow-men, now and hereafter, the losses- 

accruing for the want of such harbours and ports, and for the 

future convenience of our commercial transactions with the 

merchants of Europe and America, and the safety of the population 
on our coasts. 

Next to good railroads, harbours, and ports, come good mam 

trunk roads, to and from towns throughout the country, bo 

essential did the Romans consider good roads, that they kept a 

constant army of way makers, as they were called, to keep then 
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military roads in good order, starting from their Termini in Rome. 
'To north, east, west, and south, were streams and rivers which 
thad to be crossed. Bridges were built out of stone, in some cases 
[positively pulling down mountains and filling up valleys, to allow 
•for clear way at all times, and all seasons—such was their desire 
and need to keep them in good order—so that at any time, if they 
needed to send their legions, to keep space, or suppress rebellion in 
the empire, no expense was spared to maintain them in the greatest 
•efficiency. That they did all this, is verified by the Roman 
military roads still to be found in Gaul, Spain, and some parts of 
England and Scotland to this day. If good roads were essential 
an the past, they are no less so at the present, and especially in 
the Cape ; and if we have the temerity to ask why we have 
them not, we are immediately met with the answer, that our 
means are not sufficient to warrant a heavy outlay for the 
same. Thus it happens that all our main roads are bad, 
and our rivers remain unspanned with bridges, causing loss 
to all and impeding the rate of progress ; now the only way to 
get over the difficulty, is to compel the Government to make roads, 

;and build bridges, by means of Colonial paper-money ; the same 
afterwards to be handed over to our Councils, who could collect 
such notes at the rate of one-twentieth per annum. Next in the 

-list of pnblic works, which is properly the work of an Executive 
'body of men, is the main water supply of a country, necessitating 
proper dams to receive water from high levels and natural water 
sheds, wherever they are to be found. For some time past an 
hydraulic Engineer has been appointed to report upon the cap- 
-abilities of the Orange River, and let us hope upon all our great 
rivers such as the Fish, Buffalo, Kei, and others. Think of the 
many millions of acres that could be used along our river banks, if 
they were properly dammed up—acres that would bring forth food 
enough to feed one hundred millions of people—and then the 
never-to-be-forgotten advantage of the water ready at hand for 
-irrigating purposes in times of drought; and the large sheets of 
water kept back for times of need, would also form canals if not 
"to take boats upon with goods owing to their swiftness, at least 
oring goods down from the up-country. This is no new idea; 
lor we find that the Egyptians, knowing the value of water 
after the rising of the Nile, built in upper Egypt, a canal 
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cut through hard rock, forty miles long and seven wide, to conserve 
water after the Nile had subsided. Such works as these create 
lasting fame for the projectors, and we must blush and hide our 
heads for shame, when we think of what the ancients did with 
their limited means, compared with the hydraulic and other 
machinery at the command of the moderns. Were I Prime 
Minister or had the portfolio of Public Works, I should feel 
ashamed to sit in the seat of the responsible, unless I demanded 
the carrying out of such works as would enable the State to- 
raise two blades of grass where only one now grows ; and proved 
that, by such means as herein contained, we could free ourselves 
from the necessity of purchasing flour and other food, and neces¬ 
saries, from abroad that, but for want of a continuous water supply,, 
would be produced here. Simply to sit as Ministers of the State, 
and spend the money as it is collected, is no sign of statesmanship, 
but that of placemen. To use the fire from the bowels of the earth, 
and Nature's other gifts that lie in profusion all around us, and 
like some Titanic God to create, where all before was chaos 
Public Works worthy of the age in which we live, is to show that 
we are no degenerate sons of the past, and that we respect the, 
memories of our ancestors by outdoing them. Of course, while 
advocating all these undertakings, no one would suppose that all 
could be done at one and the same time ; each work would follow 
the other. The carrying out of these Imperial public works by 
this paper-money, would not only be the means of employing thou¬ 
sands until their completion; but would give the opportunity to 
thousands to work on the unfilled and reclaimed river banks, produc¬ 
ing large quantities of wheat and other farm produce, and also 
give employment to builders, agricultural implement makers, fur¬ 
niture makers, bootmakers, and all who are employed in any 
way in making the necessaries and conveniences of life; while these 
mechanics would, in their turn, purchase the productions of our 

farmers, thus producing a mutual exchange all over the country. 
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Chapter XI. 

POWER OF STATE PAPER-MONEY. 

HE Ministry, for the time being of a State or Colony 
possessing general executive power, are the only true 
bodies to carry out all Imperial works ; but as it is 
impossible for them to locate themselves in any one 
spot or division, it follows that for local public works, 
the power should be invested in Corporate or 
Municipal bodies ; and it being important to tax 

such ratepayers of all Divisions and Boroughs, so that they 
should be able to erect all works of acknowledged necessity, 
and without the aid of loans, subscriptions, mortgages, bonds, 
or interest. That such can be done, will be proved before 
this the last chapter is concluded. As surely as the Imperial or 
Cuionial power could coustruct Imperial or Colonial works, so 
surely could our Corporations construct public works of utility, 
p ying for them with a costless and local note—not worded in the 
n tal way "promise to pay," but " promise to receive this note 
ii discharge of" as many pounds as it represents " redeemable 
annually at the rate of one-twentieth"; the security for the re¬ 
demption of such notes, being the actual works themselves, for 
which they have been issued. 

Amongst the most prominent and remunerative may be men¬ 
tioned roads, gas, waterworks, drainage, sewerage, improvement of 
streets, erection of bath and water-honses, and model living houses 
replete with all modern improvements. To put our roads in 
order, it was estimated that £300,000 would be needed, and no 
one disputes this fact; in the ordinary way, to borrow this amount, 
the lands and the future taxes of the Borough would be pledged 
or mortgaged, and if we—during our lives—cannot pay the debt, 
our children must. Perhaps we are not rich enough yet to entertain 
the idea of public electric light; but as regards drainage and 
sewerage no dispute would arise ; and, if the means were at com¬ 
mand, arrangements could be made to carry off all the excrements 
of our towns for the benefit of the surrounding farms, instead of, 
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as now, polluting our rivers. The present arrangement for carry¬ 

ing off our waste material is sadly deficient, and unless seen to, 

owing to the all-important disadvantages that we live under—that 

of living in the hollow instead of on the crest of the hills—will 

sooner or later bring on typhoid fever or some other fearful 

•epidemic. A constant, well-filtered supply of water is indispens¬ 

able to our towns, and if the ratepayers are not to be poisoned in 

the future, or otherwise injured by the dirt and animalcules con¬ 

sumed after all heavy rains, some expense must be incurred to alter 

these bad conditions. In the event of a greater and purer water 

supply being wanted, let us by way of illustration suppose that 

the estimated cost was £10,000,000, and having been agreed upon, 

and two years needed for the completion of the work, we will sup¬ 

pose that they have been paid for on the Corporation note, borrowed 

-from the Parliament as suggested. Thus the townspeople would 

have had the benefit of the £10,000,000 expended amongst them 

I or the construction of the works alluded to, besides which they 

would have the works themselves of an equal value, and the great 

Messing of a good and pure supply of water. Experience has 

] roved wherever such works have been introduced, that the public 

willingly contribute annually for their use, especially when water 

("mpanies lay the supply to their homes direct. This money 

would be collected as taxes are now, and in twenty years, that is, 

supposing five per cent, was paid in annually for the use of the 

water, all the notes would be redeemed ; thus, this town would 

have gradually repaid by easy instalments the whole of these notes, 

ihe use of which was lent by the authorities and without interest. 

These public notes (as the past proves, for the writer has now before 

him New York waterw orks notes that were issued in the year 1774, 

also other Corporation notes of the same city, afterwards redeemed 

by the citizens, all of which he will bemost happy to show to anyone 

who would like to convince himself of their reality), if issued on a 

solid and self-securing foundation, would answer the same purpose 

as ordinary bank notes, but with this important difference, that 

they would all be redeemable, and gradually repaid by the people 

themselves, without the burden of interest. Had the present water¬ 

works of our towns, been constructed in this way, the sums pai 

back in the past would have almost cleared their liability, and 

they would have been the propei ty of the ratepayers ; now how- 
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•ever, the Borough holds and uses them, but the owners are those 
who advanced the capital to construct them. The notes would 
be received in payment of all public rates in the locality they were 
issued from, precisely the same as all other notes at the present 
hour, because the local authority could repay them to all parties 
with whom they might have dealings. Having thus shown the 
simple method by which local burdens may be honourably met 
and reduced, it tends to prove that the blessings from such a system 
would be great. First, trade and commerce would be extended. 
•Secondly, the public would not have to wait years and years (and 
in some cases generations) for works of utility, solely because 
means could not be found in gold for their immediate execution. 
Thirdly, the ordinary local burdens would scarcely be felt, inas¬ 
much as the inhabitants would have nearly double the means at 
command for paying their rates which they now have, owing to 
the extra state of prosperity in which they would be placed in 
consequence of the increased amount of employment, and the un¬ 
fettered circulation of money to pay for such labour ; and then it 
may fairly be said would be introduced those " 

good times " which 
the public has been so despairingly hoping for. Past experience 
has shown that pieces of paper of no intrinsic value, by merely 
bearing upon them the written profes-sion of being equivalent to a 
certain number of francs, dollars, or pounds, can be made to cir- 
culate as such, and produce all the benefits to the issuers, which 
could have been produced by the coins which they purport to re¬ 
present. Paper-money, is an economical instrument. Skilfully used, 
it works wonders. As an illustration, the case of a market con¬ 
structed in the Island of Guernsey may be cited. The material 
Wealth of that Island is computed at four millions sterling. In¬ 
stead of borrowing in the usual way, the inhabitants issued notes 
of their own. This was done by the authority of their Parliament 
or States. The estimated cost was £4,000, and four thousand 
one pound notes were issued. These were paid to the contractor 
as the work proceeded ; with these he paid the wages of those he 
employed. They in turn gave them to the shopkeepers for goods, 
the shopkeepers gave them to their landlords for rent, and they 
again re-distributed them among society. In this manner they 
were kept floating about, fulfilling the functions for which they 
"Were created. In due season the market was completed. It con- 

D 
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tained eighty shops which were let to Butchers, Grocers, Salesmen 
and others at five pounds a year, so that the annual rental was 
£400. At the end of the first year of tenancy, four hundred of 
the one pound notes, which had built the market, having been 
received as rent by the States, who were the owners of a national 

building reared up with the national money, were burnt in the 

presence of the official authorities, the notes having performed the 
work for which they were created. The same operation was re¬ 

peated from year to year for ten years, at the expiration of which 

period all the notes had been redeemed, and being cancelled 
and burnt, of course passed out of circulation. But the annual 
rent did not cease ; it exists to this day, and is applied to local 

improvements. Thus, a substantial reality was created out of a 

symbol, for it is plain that the market did not cost a farthing to 
the people of Guernsey. " Labour, the source of all wealth," com¬ 
bined with the raw material in Guernsey, produced a monument 
of this principle. Would it be too much to ask our future 
Councilmen to consider the advisability of building, on this plan 
model dwellings, wash-houses, and public baths for men and 

women, from which, after redeeming the original outlay, an in¬ 
come could be secured, thus obviating the need of extra rates of 
so much in the pound. Speaking with one in authority the other 

day upon the slow progress that is made in the erection of houses, 
the reply was, "We could remedy all this,but where is the money 
to come from ; it cannot be spared out of our businesses. With 

many others, we have come to the conclusion that gold money is 
not required by public bodies for erecting such buildings, but 

horses, carts, bricks, lime, timber, most certainly are required for 
that purpose, and fortunately these materials of wealth are in super¬ 
abundance in every direction, and we have no scarcity of labour 
—that difficulty is not with us." 

In all probability I shall be told I am writing _ ridiculous 
nonsense. The inhabitants of a certain district in Spain, for ages 
used to carry to market their produce in panniers slung across the 

backs of mules. In one pannier was put all the produce, and to 

make that balance, stones were placed in the other pannier, 
was mildly suggested that instead oi taxing the mules to carry t e 

unnecessary burden of stones, the produce should be divide 

This at first created a great deal of abuse on the head of the in- 
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dividual who dared to suggest the alteration, although their 
fathers before them had done the same ; all new ideas at first are 
scouted. Take the facts of this century. Who, in the year 1800, 
would have dared to assert that railways would be built below the 
ground and above the house tops, and that telegraphs would 
girdle continents. Yet such is the fact, and it behoves all, in the 
face of the mighty things done in the past, to pause and think 
before they say such works cannot be built by such means. Say that 
the erection of our market houses, town- sewerage, and other im¬ 
provements, cost £100,000,000, and the rent they brought in was 
only 5,000,000; at this rate £5,000,000 would be cancelled every 
year ; and therefore, in twenty years or thereabouts, all the notes 
would be redeemed and out of circulation. The rent of £5,000,000 
a year is afterwards all gain, and for what to enable the 
Borough to cease taxing the dwellers in our town, seeing that from 
such works it would have sufficient funds for all purposes. Thus 
I have endeavoured to prove what I started with: how to construct 
railways, harbours, and other public works of utility without the 
cost of interest, mortgages, or bonds, and now beg to conclude in 
the language of the poet :— 

In our need, with legal tenders chase 
All fear of want from labour's hardy race. 
Bid aqueducts be formed to bring the rills 
Of purest water from the neighbouring hills. 
Bid lakes expand where youth may safely float, 
Bid deepen'd streams the health of towns promote. 
Bid Harbours open, Public Works and ways extend, 
Bid temples worthier of art and science ascend. 
Bid the broad arch the dangerous flood contain, 
The mole projected break the roaring main, 
Back to her bounds the subject sea command, 
And roll obedient rivers through the land. 
Lastly, let Government and Council such wages give 
On Public "Works, that all may toil and live. 
Then all who toil will find life pass along • Happier, sustained by labour than by wrong, 
Then will our virtuous poor be better fed, 
Nor workhouse test, nor destitution dread ; 
And all around them rising in the scale 
Of comfort, show that humane laws prevail. 

d2 
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SUMMARY. 

HE following letters were printed some time ago, 
and as they contain all the information necessary 
for the carrying out of Costless Public Works, I 

confidently call upon all to help in demanding 
from the Government the right so to do. 
To the Members of the Metropolitan Board 

op Works. 

Gentlemen,—For many reasons, best known to your constituents, 
you have been elected to fill one of the most honourable positions 
in this metropolis. Thousands have longed for the same, but have 
been disappointed, and have to content themselves with a local 

position instead oi a metropolitan one, but remembering that the 

higher the position the greater the responsibility, I make bold to 
address you, in the hope that you will give heed to my counsel, not 

only for your own credit, but for the sake of those whom you re¬ 

present. Since the formation of the Board of Works, much has 
been done to improve our City, both in the making of new streets, 
the building of sewers, and last, but not least, the construction of 
the Thames Embankment. So far as the work done, I have no 
•cause for complaint, but as regards the work to be done in the 

future, and how this work shall be done, I take this opportunity 
•of advising you. It must be a painful fact to gentlemen of your 
refined feelings to know that while passing through this metro¬ 

polis there is so much to regret and mourn over, when viewing 
the wretched streets, alleys, courts, and fever-dens that you must 
notice whenever you take your walks abroad, or pass from your 
•own well-fitted habitations on your way to meet your brother 
•counsellors at your Board table. I can quite comprehend that 

you would alter all this if you knew how. Believing this to be 

your position towards the public, I make bold to show you by 
what process the object you have in view can be most economically 
.and effectually attained. Having noticed that you have agreed to 

grant yonr sanction for the making of a new street from Oxford 

Street to Charing Cross, and also to drain the large sum^of 
.£200,000 of the ratepayers' money to assist in so doing (which 
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we presume, will be borrowed at five per cent, under present 
arrangements), to be paid by future generations. Now, all this 
five per cent, interest could be saved by adopting the following 
suggestions. Let the Board pass a resolution to solicit from the 
Government the power of borrowing a number of bank notes, 
marked to denote that they were issued by the Board of Works 
for metropolitan improvements : the said notes to be paid over to 
those who pull down the houses in the line of the new street, for 
laying in the foundations, for payment for bricks, mortar, sand 
wood, and other materials used in erecting houses ; for the pay¬ 
ment of salaries, wages, &c. Let the people accept these as legal 
tender for taxes, &c, just the same as Bank of England notes are 
accepted at the present time for all purposes of trade. By adopting 
this course, new streets could be made and built, and the rents from 
such houses would gradually redeem the notes advanced for the 
same. Thus, if the new street from Oxford Street to Charing 
Gross would cost a million of pounds sterling, this sum could be 
paid back at the rate of five per cent, per annum. By such means, 
after allowing £50,000 for the cost of making and printing the 
notes, the Board of Works would own a property worth 
£1,000,000, the rents during the twenty-one years redeeming the 
original sum of £1,000,000 advanced to carry out the work. 
When so redeemed, the Board could either reduce the rents or 
reserve the £50,000 a year towards other City improvements. 
By adopting the above arrangements, London could be rebuilt upon 
a uniform and comprehensive plan, equal to Paris or any other 
modern city, and supplied with all the conveniences suitable for a 
large city. During the rebuilding, tramways and railroads could be 
made, if the people of London so desired, with public representative* 
money ; thus giving work to the masons, bricklayers, carpenters, 
and labourers of every description including surveyors, architects, 
and all those who would be required to assist in carrying out such 
City improvements as would tend to add to the comfort, happiness 
and prosperity of this mighty metropolis. You would, by carrying 
this out, immortalise your names as benefactors of the human 
race. 
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To the Members of the Metropolitan Board of Works. 

Letter II.—Sow to Build Public Water Works. 

Gentlemen,—In my last letter I endeavoured to point out to 

you the desirability of making new streets and other City im¬ 

provements, by the use of Representative Notes, made for that 

purpose. I now make bold to draw your attention to the 

necessity for a greater and purer water supply for London and its 
suburbs. Now that cholera is once more making its appearance 
among us, it is of primary importance that we should have a pure 
and constant supply of good water for the use of the inhabitants 
of this mighty metropolis. The Times and other papers are con¬ 

tinually drawing attention to the inadequate supply of water, and 

urging the Government and other public bodies to earnestly take 
into their consideration how to supply water at a cheap rate for 
the advantage of the people. Many of the present water 

companies are unable from their present sources to supply water 
free from organic life, which is the cause of many infectious dis¬ 
eases now prevalent among the inhabiants of the East End and 
the marshy districts around the metropolis. True, it is, that 

many of the companies have spent large sums in building large 

filtering reservoirs, to purify the water before passing into the 

houses, to be used for culinary and other purposes; but after all the 

outlay I still maintain that the supply is not equal to the wants 
of the people. Many schemes have been propounded and plans 
submited to the public with the hope that something would have 
been done 6re this. Several plans were suggested to bring water 
•from Wales, Cumberland, and other places where it was known 
that large natural water sheds existed. Undoubtedly one of these 

plans would have been carried out, but for one thing, viz., the 

want of the means to do so. One proposer of a plan, suggested to 

make an aqueduct sufficiently wide to allow of supplying all the 

towns and villages along the route; and where it was possible, to 

make artesian wells to increase the supply, in case of sudden and 

prolonged drought reducing the quantity from the head basm. 

Now, I contend, that this, and many other things, might be done, 

if you would but give your serious attention to the means to be 

adopted to carry them out; and I believe that you would earn the 
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eternal gratitude of future generations of Londoners, if you would 
at once move in the matter, and secure from such works a sufficient 
revenue to pay all local taxation; and thus in the future relieve the 
taxpayers from their heavy burdens, which at the present time are 
reducing them to a state of semi-pauperism. I therefore, on behalf 
of the ratepayers, call upon you to solicit £15,000,000 of National 
Notes from the State, to be used in the making of the aqueduct 
that would supply London with a constant quantity of water, 
sufficient for all purposes. The notes so advanced to be paid 
away to the men who owned the land, to the men who would 
make the bricks, and iron work, the wood work, and in fact to 
pay for all material and labour to be used in such work. 

The notes so issued to be legal tender for all payments. It is 
not for want of material or men that the work is not done. We 
know there are millions of tons of clay, sand, chalk, and breeze 
ready to make into bricks; millions of tons of iron and wood 
ready to be used for such purposes; and as regards men, your own 
every-day knowledge will prove that there are hundreds of 
surveyors, brickmakers bricklayers, carpenters, ironworkers, exca¬ 
vators, and others wanting and asking for work, who would be 
only too glad to assist in constructing these most useful works 
which would be the means of preventing our people from dying 
°f typhus and other fevers, caused mainly from the want of a 
constant and pure supply of water. I, therefore, urge it upon 
you to ask from the Government the loan of National Notes 
sufficient to carry out this national work ; the same to be re¬ 
deemed out of the future income, and when so redeemed, the water-, 
rate income to be used to reduce local taxation. The work must 
he done; and, as representative men of the metropolis, I call upon 
you to take the matter in hand for the advantage of the people, and 
the reduction of local taxation. Let there be no delay ; prove by 
your actions that you are the wise men of this generation, elected 
for your businesslike qualities and your desire to serve your fellow 
citizens. You now have an opportunity to carry out a great 
Work; let the future prove that you are men equal to the task, 
and— 

Iu our distress with Legal tenders chase 
All feer of want from Labour's hardy race, 
Bid Aqueducts be form'd to bring the rills 
Of purest water from the neighouring Hills; 
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Bid Lakes expand where youth may safely float 
Bid deepen'd Streams the Health of Towns promote- 
Bid Harbours open, public Works and ways extend 
Bid Temples worthier of Art and Science ascend 
Bid the broad Arch the dangerous Flood contain, 
The Mole projected, break the roaring main. 
Back to her bounds the subject Sea command, 
And roll obedient Bivers through the Land. 
Lastly, let Government such Wages give 
On Public Works, that all may toil and live: 
Then, all who toil will rind life pass along, 
Happier sustained by Labour than by wrong; 
Then, will our Virtuous Poor be better fed, 
Nor workhouse test,—nor destitution—dread 
And all around them rising in the scale 
Of Comfort, show that humanity's Laws prevail. 

To the Mayor, Corporation and Citizens of Birmingham. 

Gentlemen,—Having seen a notice in the newspapers, thatj it- 

is your intention to supply to a branch of the Government, for 

permission to raise a loan, to enable you to lay down a thorough 
system of tramways through the principal thoroughfares of your 
town, I make bold to address you ; in the hope that you will 

seriously consider my suggestions, and so act as to secure the 

greatest amount of comfort for the inhabitants of Birmingham and 
its locality at the least possible cost. For many«years past, when 

any town or country improvements have had to be^made, it has- 

been the practice to borrow a sum of money in gold, from those 
who possess the precious metal, to enable the projectors to carry 
out their arrangements ; and to do this, the inhabitants have not 

only had to pay an increased amount of taxation to] pay off the 

borrowed capital, but an interest in addition ; the' said interest 

bringing no advantage to the taxpayer. Now, to continueflthis 
system is not only unwise for the present generation, but_ entails 
an expenditure upon future generations, which,|in equity, they 
have no right to bear. Knowing your love; for economy, and 

especially for your fellow-townspeople, and believing that you 
understand how to do that which is right to enable you to advance 
the public good, I venture thus to address»you.| The sum requhed 
for the making of your tramways having been estimated at 
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£500,000,1 urge you to apply to the Government for the loan of 
that sum, to be issued in National Notes, free of all interest, with 
the understanding that you will pay for the notes (which, for dies, 
paper, snd workmanship, would cost you a very few pounds) ;. 
the notes so borrowed, to be legal tender for all taxes payable in 

Birmingham, and throughout the United Kingdom, and the British 
dependencies. With the notes thus issued you would compensate- 
those whose interests would be interfered with in the making of 
the tramways; pay the paviors, the iron and wood workers; pay for 
the cars and horses supplied ; for building of stables and the 
erection of houses (if required) for the drivers, conductors, and 
their families to dwell in. Thus, having paid away the sum 
borrowed, you would be in possession of the buildings and tram¬ 
ways to the worth of £500,000, having the power of carrying 
passengers and luggage to an unlimited extent. Now, supposing 
you to work the property well, you would have, at the very 
least, an income of £25,000 a year clear, being at the rate of five 
per cent, over and above the actual cost of working the lines ; and 
thus, having the power of calling in yearly £25,000 of the borrowed 
notes, you would be possessed, in the course of a quarter of a 
century, of an unmortgaged property worth £500,000. Having 
then the opportunity of continuing the rate of charges, while you 
were clearing off the borrowed amount, to enable you to carry on 
the expenses of the corporation out of the proceeds of your tramways, 
you would have no necessity for levying local rates; or, on the 
other hand, by making such charges only as would cover the working 
expenses, you would be enabled to carry passengers and goods 
at a very small rate. By adopting the plan proposed, I believe 
you would be the means of improving the comfort of your fellow- 
townsmen, and adding to the beauty of your city ; at the same 
time giving work to hundreds of skilled artizaus and labourers in 
Birmingham, who are at the present time asking and waiting for. 
work ; who in their turn would be enabled to purchase the com¬ 
modities and necessaries of life by their honest labour, and pro¬ 
ducing wealth to an illimitable extent, would not only fgive 
an increased impetus to the trade of Birmingham, but add 
materially to the wealth and prosperity of the nation. I there- 
tore earnestly implore you to carry out my suggestions for the 
benefit of the present and future generations. 
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To the Editor of the " Beehive." 

Sir,—Some time ago, I wrote to the Social Science Association, 
showing them how the unemployed might have full work, based 
upon the plan of making paper-money so as to commence some useful 
public work ; but judge of my surprise, when they awarded a prize 
of £25 to Mr. Arthur Arnold for simply proposing to enlarge our 
borrowing powers. Why anyone could have done that, without 
the fee of £25 for their trouble. I hope the time will come, and 
that shortly, when we shall have a National Public Works Board, 
who shall have the power to survey the whole of the kingdom ; 
and wherever they see the necessity of making rail or tramways, 
gas, or waterworks, or any public works that would benefit the 

community, to have power to apply to Parliament for permission 
to take the necessary capital so to do ; the capital so made, to be 
redeemed out of the future profits of the work. For example, 
supposing that it was found desirable to bring water from Wales 
to London, and that the estimated cost for workmen's wages, iron 
tubes, or bricks, tunnels, and all the expenses therewith was 
£20,000,000; you could pay this sum away as the works proceeded, 
and reckoning that it took five years to complete, you then would 
have the means of supplying all the towns and villages along the 
route, and finally London ; the income, after paying all expenses 
would be, at the very least, for supplying pure water, £500,000 a 

year. Thus, if this sum went to redeem the National Notes made 
to carry out the work, the whole of the £20,000,000 could be 
cleared off in forty years ; and, as a people, we should be m 

possession of a public work which would supply us with one of the 
necessaries of life, and conduce to the health of the people. 
If this system had been adopted forty years ago, in connection 
with our railways, we should have been in receipt of between 

thirty and forty millions a year as income, which would have freed 
us from all taxes that are now levied upon articles of consumption 
among all classes of society ; and in that case, a large army of tax 

collectors could have been made useful producers, instead o 

occupying the position of consumers, as they are at the presen 
time. But it is not too late to mend ; let us agitate the question 
boldly, and demand from any Government that all our pub ic 

works be carried out upon this system ; so that our children sha 
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not be weighed down by a debt contracted by their fathers, who, 
from their simplicity, did not know how to work upon the right 
way by creating a representative money medium, which they them¬ 
selves might have redeemed out of their labour, and thus have 
prevented their children being the slaves of the gold-money 
monopolists. 

At the present time we want more railway accommodation, and 
the only reason why we have it not is—so the contractors tell us— 
the want of confidence and capital. If we had additional lines to 
all our railways, we should not have to mourn over the death of 
friends, brought about by such accidents as lately occurred at Aber¬ 
gele, which have made most people fear that, when they go on a 
long journey, they may never see their friends again. But while 
recommending that our public works should be built upon this 
system, it can never be carried out to its fullest extent while we 
depend upon a foreign supply of food ; but if we can once get the 
use of the land of onr country, to raise the food that would feed our 
skilful workmen while making these national works ; we shall be 
able to keep up a large staff of workmen, who would be ready at 
any time, to carry out any work that would add comfort to the 
people. Therefore, let it be distinctly borne in mind that the 
primary thing that we have to do now is to utilise our waste lands; 
agitate until the willing men have the right to till upon the lands 
waiting for their labour ; and I, therefore, would implore all re¬ 
formers to give the land question that attention which it deserves, 
so that our brothers may not be refused the power of producing 
those necessaries of life which they are so willing to do, and thus 
cease to be an incumbrance to their friends. 

Before concluding, I would urge that such arrangements as I have 
suggested, would enable the City of London and the Metropolitan 
Board of Works to widen the thoroughfares in the city and suburbs: 
also to make new streets from Bethnal Green to Oxford Street, 
and from Marlborough Street to the Embankment ; Railway Sub¬ 
ways from Paddington to Westminster, Charing Cross to the City, 
Clapham to the City, Marble Arch to the City, Islington to the 
City, King's Cross to Westminster, and Stoke Newington to the 
vity. Also to erect Gas Works, which, if properly managed, 
would supply London with gas at considerably less than 3s. per 1000 feet; to build good and substantial homes, in blocks, fitted 
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with all the latest improvements, for our artisans to dwell in, and! 
to effect many other much needed improvements."^Moreover, by 
adopting my proposals, a complete system of High, Middle and 
Low-Level Sewers for all our towns, to carry away the sewage to 

places where it could be utilised, thus assisting Nature in her 

reproductive arrangements, and at the same time recouping the 

ratepayers for their outlay ; the Braining of^Somerset, and the 
Coal Beds of Staffordshire ; the Channel Tunnel; the Manchester 

Ship Canal; Deepening of the Shannon ; the Euphrates Valley 
Railway ; Railways, Waterworks, Irrigating Canals, and other 
.Public Works in India and our Colonies ; these and all other 
National Public Works of Utility could be constructed and carried 
out absolutely without any expense to the community. 

The financial regulators, the statesmen, are perplexed, and all 

public bodies are in difficulties. How often«[you may hear the 
remark : "Ah, yes, if we but had the money it could be done. 
But why speak in this cowardly and sceptical fashion In the 

past we have had gigantic wars and slaughterings, undertaken in 
the Peninsula and America, by means of public money made for 
the purpose ; and if, as experience proves, for destructive wars and 
works public money can be created—who dares to deny that it 

can be created for constructing works National money would 
have much of the character of the postage-stamps, v» hich have no 

intrinsic, but only a conventional, value. Both are national credit 
instruments. Many small debts—fractional parts of a pound 
are now paid in postage-stamps, which thus become currency. 
Why are they taken Not lor their intrinsic value, because they 
possess none, but lor their conventional value. And on what does 
their conventional value rest On Faith, viz., on the conviction 
that the State's symbol, placed on a letter, will carry it all over 
the world. The stamp indicates the tax we pay to the Post Office, 
and the national paper money, or municipal money, would indicate 
the general aggregate tax we pay to the Government for the use 
of a public instrument. We get possession ol both by giving a 

portion of our time or labour lor them. It is idle to say that we 

give a silver piece for a postage-stamp, for the question returns 
" How do we get the silver piece 

" and the only answer is : " By 
our labour." National paper-money is an economical instrument, 
skilfully used as a representative money it works wonders 
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without eal, rjnmig mountains and digging up valleys, as 
•could bi dwj in to, 3 Jordin district for a new ship canal. 

I hive th'is shown you how railways, canals, town houses, and 
other public wn-k^ of utility can be constructed without bonds, 
mortgages, ani the harden ef interest; and beg to conclude in the 
language of ih.3 Immortal Poet, to show that even Goethe knew 
the advantage of papsr-money, based on labour and wealth, as 
•describad in his unrivalled " Faust." 

Act L—In the Emperor's Court. 
Emperor. 

How breathe your breast3 in broader spaces 
How cheerful are your farrowed faces 
How ye advance with nimble speed 

Treasurer (appearing). 
Ask these, 'tis they have done the deed! 

E.AtrsT. 
It is the Chancellor's place the matter to present. 

Chancellor (viho comes forward slowty). 
In my old days I'm bleat, and most content, 
To hear and see the fortune-freighted leaf,* 

«*t£Aj Which has transformed to happiness our grief. 
(He reads) " To all to whom this cometh, be it known: 

A thousand crowns in worth this note doth own. 
It to secure, as certain pledge, shall stand 
All buried treasure in the Emperor's land: 
And 'tis decreed, perfecting thus the scheme, 
The treasure, soon as raised, shall this redeem." 

Emperor. 
A most enormous cheat—a crime, I fear 1 
Who forged the Emperor's sign-manual here? 
Has there not been a punishment condign 

Tbeascti:r. 
Bemember! Thou the note didst undersign 
Last night, indeed. Thou stood'st as mighty Pan, 
And thus the Chancellor's speech, before thee, ran: 

-*' Grant to thyself the festal pleasure, then, 
The People's good—a few strokes of the pen!" 
These didst thou give: they were, ere night retreated, 
By skilful conjurors thousand-fold repeated; 
And, that a like advantage all might claim, 
We stamped at once the series with thy name; 
Tens, thirties, fifties, hundreds are prepared, 
Than canst aoc think how well the folk have fared, 
Behold thy town, half-dead once, and decaying, 
How all, alive, enjoying life, are strajing 
-Although thy name" long since the world made glad, - 

* Paper-money. 
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Such currency as now it never had. 
No longer needs the alphabet thy nation, 
For in this sign each findeth his salvation. 

Emperor. 
And with my people does it pass for gold For pay in court and camp, the notes they hold 
Then I must yield, although the thing's amazing. 

Lord High Steward. 
'Twas scattered everywhere, like wild-fire blazing, As currency, and none its course may stop. 
A crowd surrounds each money-changer's shop. And every note is there accepted duly 
For gold and silver's worth—with discount, truly. Thence is it spread to landlords, butchers, bakers): One half the people feast as pleasure-takers ; 
In raiment new the others proudly go,—• 
The tradesmen cut their cloth, the tailors sew, 
The crowd " The Emperor's health !" in cellars wishes, 
Midst cooking, roasting, rattling of the dishes. 

Eaxjst. 
The overplus of wealth, in torpor bound, Which in thy lands lies buried in the ground, 
Is all unused ; nor boldest thought can measure 
The narrowest boundaries of such a treasure. 
Imagination, in its highest flight, 
Exerts itself, but cannot grasp it quite ; 
Yet minds that dare explore the secrets soundless, 
In boundless things possess a faith that's boundless. 

Emperor. 
You've given our empire this prosperity; 
The pay, then, equal to the service be 
The soil entrusted to your keeping, shall you The best custodians be, to guard its value, 
You know the hoards, well kept, of all the land, And when men dig, 'tis you must give command. 
Unite then, now, ye masters of our treasure, 
This, your new dignity, to wear with pleasure, And bring the upper world, erewhile asunder, 
In happiest conjunction with the under. 

Public Works Treasurer. 
No further strife shall shake our joint position. 

Oh for a magician's wand producing ad libitum ; then would 
follow consumption ad infinitum. 

Therefore think what a Utopia this State and our Colonies will 
be, when it is as easy to sell for money, or what may be called 
money, and made a legal tender for all purposes, for all productions 
just as created, as it now is to sell all things for the limited thing 
now called money ; and when our railways, roads, waterworks, 
public dams for irrigating thousands of acres, town hails, houses, 
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and all public buildings, are constructed and made without bonds, 
loans, mortgages, or the burden of interest. 

Thus we see the advantages of public works, paper-money based 
on mineral wealth, and national works redeemed out of the future 
income and output of such public mineral domains and national 
works as are known to exist in England, her Colonies, and other 
parts of the world. 

CONCLUSION. 

Whilst desiring and intending to maintain my individuality 
and entire freedom of action, in my efforts to improve the condi¬ 
tion of my fellow countrymen, I earnestly invite, and shall 
cordially welcome, the co-operation of all who may be willing in 
any way to assist in the great work before us. That the work is 
necessary, none will venture to deny ; and in support of my own 
views as to its pressing urgency, I reprint the following from a 
leading article in The Daily Chronicle of January 19th, 1885. " For our part, we would prefer to relieve existing distress by 
urging the Imperial and local authorities throughout the country to take advantage of the present cheapness of labour, and construct 
without delay, those public works which are needed in every town 
in England to make them comfortable places to live in. This 
would at once benefit the community and the individual ; because, 
whilst it benefitted the one, it would not pauperise the other. At 
any rate, it is a practical scheme for relieving that distress which 
is the outgrowth of a temporary depression of trade, and it could 
become operative to-morrow." 

If further illustration be required, I confidently submit the 
subjoined, which appeared in Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper on January 11th, 1885 :— 

"THE LABOUR PROBLEM. 
" The signs of depression in our industries are everywhere too 

serious to be ignored. Many tiades have already found expression for their hardships and sufferings through the mouths of their 
representatives ; and it will not be long before the volume of 
complaints is increased. The problem before us is one that may well perplex the best of philanthropists and the wisest of political 
economists. The only comiort—if comiort it be—is that England is not alone in passing through a commercial crisis of great mag- 
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nitude. The labour market of America is also in a terrible condi¬ 
tion—one quite as bad as our own ; and there is actually an 
over-production of food, while men complain of hunger and want 
•of work. 

" But the most pressing question for us in England is—not what 
is the original cause of the depression, but how its effects are to 
'be counteracted. Many practical remedies are suggested, the 
most important as regards London being the projected public 
improvements in the construction of subways. There are already 
four of these schemes draughted into bills, which will be brought 
before Parliament next Session. A public conference, representing 
•a large number of trades, working-class associations, and political 
and friendly clubs, has resolved to support these measures. One 
scheme relates to a plan for a subway from Clapham to the City; 
•another deals with the route from King's-cross to Charing-cross; 
a third covers the district from the Angel at Islington to the 
Bank; and a fourth—the most important, and the only one 
threatened with opposition—proposes a subway from Marble 
Arch, under Oxford Street, Holborn, Charterhouse and Newgate 
•Streets, and Cheapside, on to Cornhill. It is computed that the 
Marble Arch scheme alone would involve an outlay of £600,000, 
which would be distributed amongst various trades, and would 
find employment for 6,000 workmen for sixty weeks, at an average 
of 33s. per week each : which means subsistence for 30,000 people 
for more than a year. It might be generally conceded that the 
schemes suggested would be valuable public improvements, if 
carried out ; and if by their construction we could do some little 
to lessen the great pressure which now afflicts the working classes, 
that is a strong additional argument for their being undertaken. 
While the question of providing labour ought not, of course, alto¬ 
gether to govern us in the construction of public works, in the 

present instance it is unquestionably a powerlul and urgent reason 
why Parliament should take up these bills at the earliest possible 
moment, so as to determine which of the schemes should or should 
not be proceeded with. 

"Meantime, suggestions for dealing with the general trade crisis 

pour in upon all hands. One thing is certain : that if some 
means are not devised lor the relief of the poorer classes, there 
must inevitably come a greater and more powerful agitation 
against the Land Laws than any we have yet witnessed in this 

•country." 
Thus it seems clear, beyond the possibility of doubt or misun¬ 

derstanding, that the only difficulty remaining to be dealt witn is 
that of MONEY ; and I claim that within these pages I have 
solved that problem completely and unanswerably. 
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